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CHAPTER·! 
INTRODUCTION 
Preliminary.Remarks 
The phenomenon of electron spin resonance involves the resonant 
absorption of electromagnetic radiation by unpaired electrons in the 
presence of a magnetic field. Electron spin resonance, often abbre-
viated as."ESR", can in principle.be observed in a solid when unpaired 
electrons are·present. Normally, when crystalline bonds are formed, 
the Pauli. exclusion principle dictates tha.t electron spins will be 
paired, thereby resulting in a net electronic magnetic moment of zeroo 
However, unpaired spins may be present in a solid for a number of 
reasons, For example, the presence of impurity ions introduced either 
naturally or artifically dur:l,.ng the growth,of a crystal can give rise 
to the presence of .:unpaired electrons" Mechanical damage as well as 
radiation damage can result in unpaired spins localized at'.isolated 
damage si~es within the.latt+ce. For tbese reasons, among others, un-
paired spins resulting in a net non-zero.electronic magnetic moment 
can.yield detectable ESR spectra in solids, 
When it can be detected ESR provides; a very useful and powerful 
technique.in the study of solids. Each paramagnetic solid .exhibits. 
a unique spin resonance spectrum revealing the.nature of interaction 
of the.unpaired spins with their magnetic environ~ent in the crystal-
line lattice. Moreover, it is often possible to investigate one.type 
1, 
of defect center or impurity in the presence of larger concentrations 
of other impurities. 
Previous Work on Diamond 
2 
In the perfect diamond lattice each carbon atom is linked to four 
nearest neighbors located at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron, 
Two of the six electrons belonging to each carbon atom pair off to form 
the inner core states; each of the remaining four electrons is paired 
in a covalent bond with an electron from one of the four nearest neigh-
bors. Therefore, the net electronic magnetic moment is zero in the 
perfect diamond and ESR cannot be detected. 
It is conceivable that bombardment of the diamond structure by 
high energy particles could knock carbon atoms from their normal lat-
tice positions into interstitial sites leaving behind broken bonds 
which would contribute to a net electronic magnetic moment different 
from zero. It is not.surprising, therefore, that the first electron 
spin resonance reported in.diamond was that produced by fast neutron 
irradiation. The work was performed in 1954 by Griffiths, Owen~ and 
Ward (1) who also found a single resonance line in diamonds exposed 
to 1-Mev electron irradiationo The results ~ere discussed in terms 
of vacancies, interstitials, and aggregated defects by O'Brien and 
Pryce (2). Baldwin. (3) later.found that the "single" resonance ob-
served by Griffiths et al. (1) in electron irradiated diamond is actu-
ally composed of three superimposed resonances, one.of which is sensi-
tive to illumination with ultraviolet lighta Further ESR studies of 
diamonds subjected to.more prolonged electron and neutron irradiation 
have been reported (4,5,6). 
3 
Smith, Sorokin, Gelles, and Lasher (7) first reported the obser-
vation of ESR in natural unirradiated diamonds, and attributed it to 
the presence of substitutional nitrogen donors. The nitrogen was sup-
posedly included into the lattice by a natural process during the 
growth of the diamonds at an unknown time in the past. Loubser and 
DuPreez (8) later detected additional weak resonance lines associated 
with the,ESR spectrum from nitrogen donors. The spectra referred to 
in references (7) and. (8) will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 
IV following the presentation in Chapter II of certain basic concepts 
concerning electron spin resonance. 
Smith, Gelles, and Sorokin (9) also reported a rather complex ESR 
spectrum occurring in natural unirradiated diamonds which they had 
initially attributed to the presence of bound aluminum acceptors~ but 
Later (7) felt.that further work was necessary to establish conclusive-
ly that the spectrum can be identified with aluminum acceptors. 
King and Leivo (10) observed that the ESR spectra. reported by 
Smith et al. (7, 9) were sensitive to illumination with ultra.violet 
light. Steckelberg and Leivo (11) reported ar.1. uncommon spin rresionance 
exhibited by natural unirradiated brown diamonds; an interesting fea.-
ture of the resonance is that it disappears when the magnetic field.is 
oriented in certain planes of the crystal. Theuncommon resonance is. 
also sensitive to exposure with ultraviolet light (10,11), 
Historically, dating back to 1934 wi~h the work of Robertson et 
'': 
al. (12), diamonds have·been classified into "Type I" and 11Type II" 
on the basis of their optical properties. Custers (13) discovered a 
Type II diamond which exhibited a relatively high electrical conductiv-
ity. He classified the non-conducting Type.II diamonds as Type !Ia 
4 
and the conducting diamonds as Type IIb, Type !Ia diamonds are fairly 
rare but Type IIb diamonds are still more rare. Recently a further 
designation into Types Ia and Ib was advanced by Dyer.et al. (14), 
prompted by correlations between optical absorption features and the 
presence or absence of paramagnetic nitrogen. Almost all the neutron 
and electron irradiation studies mentioned above were performed on 
Type Ia or Ila diamonds, which do not contain nitrogen in paramagnetic 
form. The remaining work referred to above dealt exclusively with 
Type Ib diamonds in which paramagnetic nitrogen is presento 
Electron spin resonance was detected in much rarer natural semi-
conducting diamonds (Type IIb) by Bell and Leivo (15) who also observed 
a similar resonance line produced in a Type Ia diamond as a result of 
mecha~ical crushing of the specimen. A correlation was found between 
the strength of the ESR absorption and the magnitude of the p-type con-
ductivity of the Type IIb diamonds investigated. 
The ESR spectrum from nitrogen donors has also been observed in 
synthetic diamonds (16,17,18), Huggins and Cannon (19) reported the 
nitrogen spectrum superimposed on a broad underlying resonance which 
they attributed to the presence of transition metal catalysts employed 
during preparation. Loubser and Van Ryneveld (20) reported a resonance 
due to nickel in synthetic diamond. To date, the resonances observed 
in man-made diamonds, including the nitrogen spectrum, exhibit very 
broad linewidths which obscure the presence of structural details ob-
served in.· natural specimens with much narrow l:lnewidths o However, 
with special heat treatment methods, Angel and Smith (21) have recently 
succeeded in reducing the nitrogen linewidths in synthetic diamonds to 
near that of the narrower nitrogen lines present in natural stoneso 
Present Study 
The present work involves a study of an unusual electron spin 
resonance spectrum observed in natural unirradiated Type Ib.diamondso 
The experi,mental . findings are analyzed in detail and a model is ad·-· 
vanced in terms of which the observed.spectrum can be recon~tructed 
theoretically. 
The design and construction of a microwave cavity and stress ap·-
plication device to study the effect of stress on electron spin reso-
nance spectra is described. Efforts to detect a stress effect on ESR 
in Type Ib diamonds are discussed. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE 
Preliminary Cpnsiderations 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a physical basis·for 
understanding the unique cQnditions to be fulfilled at,resonance, 
and to discuss some of the effects resulting from interaction of the 
unpaired electrons with the:electric and magnetic fields present with-
in the specimen itself~ In order to distinguish the electron spin 
angular .momentum from its orbital moment~, consider first the simple 
classiC!il.l. n:-0t:ton in which an electron of charge e executes a circular 
orbit of radius r witli, uniform speed v as shown in Figure 1. By con~ 
-+ 
vention in classical mechanics the orbit~! angullil,r momentum L has the 
direction shown~ The circulating electronic charge is equivalent to 
__.,. 
a current loop and thus. produces. an ass.ocia_ted magnetic _moment µL 
whqsedirection is that determined by convention in classical electro-
magnetism. The quantities L and Pi. are· proportional as shown· by the 
following simple ·calculation, 
L =tnvr (m = mass of electron) (~) 
µL = (current )x (area ·enc;:ompass-ed) = ~-(-2-~-'r'-)- 7rr2 
Therefore, 
(2-1) 
In.the above calculation, the.speed of light.c is intr-oducec;t because. 
6 
-L 
v 
Figure 1. Classical idea of an electron executing 
a circular orbit with uniform speed. 
the units of charge must be electromagnetic units. i.e., e/c if e is 
expressed in electrostatic units. 
According to the hypothesis introduced by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck 
7 
(22) in 1925, the electron in addition to its orbital angular momentum 
.._.. --+-
L also possesses an intrinsic angular momentum or spin S whose projec-
tion Sz in any direction can have.the possible values 
S ::: ± ~ii (2-2) 
z 2. ' 
where '11 is Planck's constant divided by 27T. Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit 
-fu,rther hypothesized that·associated with the intrinsic.spin Sis an 
. . --+ intrinsic magnetic moment Ps given by 
~ e~ 
µs= rnc S 
8 
(2-3) 
Note that th.e proportionality constant between the intrinsic . spin angu-
lar ,momen.tum of ·the electron and its intriru~ic magnetic moment is ·twice 
--'> --+ that beween Land u. for the orbital motion. 
· r-L 
The proportionality factor in equatio11, (2-3) is often expressed 
in.terms of a.quantity called the Bohr Ill8.gneton and.defined by 
ft= :r!c · 
Equation (2-3) can then be written 
---+ (3 ......+ 
Ps= 3sTS (2-4) 
provided g5 =.2. It _should be.noted that a quantum-electrodynai;nical 
radiative correction to the magnetic interaction energy of-an electron 
;l.n a magnetic field was calculate4 by Schwinger (23) and corresponds 
to.a corrected free electron g-value. given by. 
g = 2.00232. (2-5) 
Stateg. alternatively, equations (2-2) and (2~3) indicate that the 
magnitude of the intrinsic.magnetic.moment ·of a free electron is 
· -20 · greater than one Bohr, magneton (0.9.2734xl0 erg/Gauss) by the factor 
0.00116. 
The Resonance Phenomenon 
Although the i;nechanism governing resonant absorption of electro-
magnetic radiat.ion by unpaired spins in a magnetic field can at. present 
only be described correctly th.rough quantum· mechanical considerations, 
valuable physical insight can be obtained through an,appeal·to classi-
cal.reasoning. 
9 
Consider a single free electron in the pres•nci of an external 
-+ . , . · ... ~ 
magnetic field Has shown in Figure 2. The fi•ld H has been arbitrar~ 
ily chosen to lie along the z-axis, The two possible orientations of . 
~ 
the intrinsic spin angular momentum Sare as shown in Figures 2a and ' 
2b, corresponding to S'Z=- !:J; and$z:t ! 'Ji , respectively, The anti-
-+ -+ . parallelism of Jl-s and S results from the conventional means of choos~ 
ing their directions; for a positively charged particle aucb as a pro-
ton the magnetic moment and spin angular momentum would point in the 
same direction. 
--+ 
From classical electromagnetism a torque 'f exerted on the in-
trinsic magnetic moment is given by 
~ --+ --+ 
'( = P.s X H. (2-6) 
Classica.l mechanics expresses the torque in terms -of the spin angular 
~ 
momentum S through the relation 
~ d ..... 
7' =-S dt . 
(2-7) 
Equations (2-4) and (2-7) allow the result in (2~6) to be expressed in 
the form 
(2-8) 
and writing equation (2-8) in component form, it is easily verified 
that a solution --+ for Psis 
JJ.s.,. = )1.5 Sin 0 Sin W5 t 
JJ.5y = µ 5 sine cosw5 ? 
A 5 z = J..Ls cos a = cons-to.nt 
(2-9) 
(2-10) 
(2-11) 
:z I lz I 
ca> 
Figux::e 2. 
I_,. 
H 
{b) 
Possible orientations .of a single electron in the 
-:,.,+ presence of.an external magnetic field H. 
--+ Equations (2-9) and (2-10) indicate that the projections of JJ-s 
on the x- and y-axes oscillate harmonically in time whereas equation 
~ (2~11) reveals that the projection of JJ..5 in the field direction is 
l.0 
y 
11 
a .constant in time. This r~sult is known as Larmor's precession 
--+ theorem which states that the intrinsic magnetic moment Ps (and also 
-the intrinsic spin.angular momentum S) precess about the external 
magnetic field direction with angular frequency %=f1s£.H and in such ~ ~ t 
a . manner that J'-s makes a constant angle 9 with H. 
Now consider the effect of an alternating magnetic field 2H1cosw-t: 
..-. 
which isapplied in a direction perpendicular to H, for example, along 
the y-axis in Figure 2. The alternating :f"ield can be considered to 
be composed of two circularly polarized fields, one rotating in a 
clockwise sense and.the other counterclockwise. The two component. 
fields can be written 
_...._,. " " " 
clockwise: H, = 1-11 sin wt i + H1 cos wt j + 0 K 
~ A A 
counterciockwise: H1 := -H,sinwt i + H, cos uJl:j + 0 K 
At any instant the.projections on the.:)1:-axis cancel to zero whereas 
the instantaneous projections.on the y-axis combine to yield an alter-:-
nating magnetic field 2H I cosw t j perpendicualr to Ho 
Obviously, one of the rotating components will have the same 
~ _.,. 
sense as the. precession of A about H; assume for discussion purposes 
that the clockwise component has this sense. Theclockwise rotating 
~ -,+ -field wi.U produce a torque .'Tj =JJ.s X H1 perpendicular to the plane in 
~ ·- --... which Jls and H1 lie. If the angular frequency (.J) of H1 is less than 
-then H1 rotates out of tlphase" with the or greater than W5 = ~s ! H 
-.... ----. ~ 
projection .of ·µ5 in the x-y plane. The plane defined by )1.5 and H1 
constantly changes in spatial orientatiQn, Consequently, the direction 
~ 
of the torque '7j' changes .continually and its time-averaged. effect is 
zero. Similar reasoning leads to a zero ti.me-averaged effect produced. 
by the counterclockwise rotating component. 
12 
However, when the clockwise component rotates at the frequency 
-,. 
of fas precisely equal. to the precession frequency W5 =- 3s : H 
about the direction of ti': then the rotation of~ is synchronized with 
----'> --+ 
the precessional motion of fas . In this case the torque 7i will 
have·a constant magnitude and, in time, will cause the intrinsic mag-
~ 
netic moment J'.s to reorient into the antiparallel position shown in 
Figure 2b. This phenomenon is known as "resonance" and will occur only· 
when the frequency of the alternating field 2H 1 cos(AJt is precisely 
~ 
equal to the precession frequency of P.s . It should be noted that 
the counter~rotating component, although its frequency at resonance 
is equal to the precession frequency, produces a torque whose direction 
and magnitude vary rapidly in time, thereby yielding no time-average 
effect. 
The case considered above.is often described by stating that the. 
electron undergoes a transition from S=-~ to S=+.L 2. 
Reasoning identical to the. foregoing can be employed for the case in 
-+ __.,. 
which µ5 is · initially antiparallel to H as shown in Figure 2b. The 
~ 
effect of the alternating field 2H1 cos Wt J 
a transition from S=-+ ~ to S = -!- . 
would be .to induce 
By analogy with the case of a simple bar magnet, the .state in 
which A is "parallel" to the external field H (Figure 2a) is lower 
in energy than the "antiparallel" state (Figure ~b), Therefore, energy 
is absorbed by the .electron spin in the resonant transition 
S = - ! ~ S = + ! , whereas energy is emitted during resonance in 
· I . r 
the transition S ~ + 2 ~ S-= - 2 , The· energy either absorbed or 
emitted during resonance can be calculated with the aid of the ex~ 
pression for the magnetic interaction energy 
13 
(2-12) 
Using equation (2-4), the interaction energies of the S= +! and 
S:: -1 states are 
2 
E_ =-3. ~ s'_:H = -3s! (-!1i)H=.!_9sflH 
. - (3 ~ ...... fJ l I '\ - I H 
and E+ - -BsTS+·H = -9s~~+1 t;H --23sP · 
The magnitude of the energy eithel." absorbed or emitted is 
(2-13) 
That is, photons of energy 
hJ = 9sr3 H <2-14) 
or mean angular frequency c,J5 : Ss f H can induce transitions between 
the two possible states. 
When the resonant,transition 5=-~ ~ S=+ ~ occurs, the. 
electron absorbs a photon of ,mean frequency -J from the alternating 
field 2H1 cosW5 t; a photon of the same energy is. emitted into the 
field during the transition 5 :+l ~ S: - ~ The two transitions 
have·the same a priori probability. Therefore, in a solid containing 
unpaired spins as many would emit energy as absorb energy during reso-
nance. No observable effect would result, However, nature has pro-
vided a dif fe.rence · in population between the . two spin states at ther-
mal equilibrium, which is given by 
e e 
9sJ3H 
KT (2-15) 
Thie is. the .classical Maxwell-:6oltzman distribution giving the ratio 
of the number.of electrons in the.lower energy spin-state to the· 
14 
number in the higher energy state under thermal equilibrium conditions 
at temperature T. When resonance occurs the number of electrons ab- .. 
sorbing energy will exceed those.emitting energy by the factor 
+ 9sf3H 
e KT 1 i.~. a net absorption will occur. During resonance the 
population .distribution in equation (2-15) is temporarily reversed, 
i.e., thermal equilibrium among the spin-states is destroyed; however, 
nature has also arranged for thermal equilibrium to be.restored. For 
example, the excess energy absorbed by the·spins is transferred to.the 
lattice through a process known as "spin-lattice relaxation". Also, 
the phase coherence of precessional motion established during resonance 
is destroyed to thermal·equilibrium conditions through the effect of 
"spin-spin" interactions. 
~ 
A few further remarks are in order. The presence of H.causes a 
- -precession of µ 6 about.H with frequency w :a ~H s vs t 
__..,. . . 
By the 
same token, Jl-s should exhibit a precessional motion about the compo-. 
nents H1 at a frequency w1 a:: Ss : H1 In practice, however, 
w5 )) w1 because H is several thousand Gauss while H1 is less 
than one Gauss. It is clear that for off-resonance conditions {wJWs) 
__,. 
the precessional tendency of J.l.s about the rotating components intro~ 
~ duces only a minor perturbation on the main precession about,H. The 
same is true concerning the counter-rotatinf component even when 
W = Ws . At . resonance when. one. of the components HI rotates . in 
......... 
....,.,. 
synchronism with ~s, there will be i,nany precessions about H before 
a half-precession {i.e., transition) 
__.,. 
occurs about. H1 • This is 
true because W5 >> W . 
Finally, from quantum mechanics the commutation of the spin 
-. 
angular momentum S with the Hamiltonian ;JG is given by {24) 
15 
(2-16) 
where in this This gives 
(2-17) 
When equation (2-17) is written in component form and the commutation 
relations 
[ µ.sx , Msx J = O, [ .J.J.sz > Jis,) =- irµsy , [ µsx l MS!J]=- i*µsz 
are applied, the following result is obtained upon cQmbining terms. 
(2-18) 
Note.that Planck's constant has canceled from both sides of the latter 
expression and that it is identical to the classical equation of motion 
' 
(2-8). This accounts for the success of the classical analysis of the 
resonance phenomenon. 
Rabi (25) treated the resonance problem classically with the aid 
~ 
of a rotating reference frame attached to the component field HI • 
Hi!\I paper includes a quantum mechanical analysis employing unitary 
operator!\! and transformations. 
The Spin Hamiltonian Characterizing the Zeeman 
and Hyperfine Interactions 
The· previous.· considerations concerning resonant . absorption by a 
single unpaired electron can be.extended.to more complicated systems. 
For systems involving more than one electron the Wigner-Eckart t'heorem 
--.. (26) from quantum mechanics assures that the net magnetic momentµ 
16 
-. 
will be proportional to the resultant angular momentum J, In the case 
of a free paramagnetic ion, .for example, the proportionality is given 
by 
(2-19) 
) 
- - -where J: L + S and g is the familiar Lande g-factor from atomic. 
spectroscopy. 
_ t + J"(J+I) tS(S+t) -L(l+ I) 
3- 2a-(J+I) (2-20) 
For the special case ;r::. L + 5 = 0 + i it is readily seen that equa-
tions (2-19) and (2-20) reduce to the expression in equation (2-3) fer 
a·free electron. 
Whetl paramagnetic ions are present in a solid .the free ion ex-
pression for gin equation (2-20) is not valid. The g-factor then 
assumes the role of a parameter to be determined experimentallyo Mag-
netic interactions of the spin with the orbital angular momentum are 
responsible for the experimentally observed deviations.in g value from 
the free electron value in equation (2-5), 
Quantum mechanics predicts that 2J+l.energy levels will result 
~ 
when a paramagnetic ion with resultant angular motnentum J is subjected 
-to an externally applied magnetic field H (27), This effect is known 
as the Zeeman interaction, Following the reasoning given earlier for 
a.single electron, application of an alterqating magnetic field 
- ~ 2 H1 cosWt at right angles to H can induce transitions between the 
2J+l energy levels. Selection rules allow only those transitions for· 
which .1 J=+L The Zeeman effect is. the dominant interaction in elec-
tron spin resonance and is characterized by an expression known.as 
the Hamiltonian J-G,where 
17 
(2-21) 
The·second equality in equation (2-21) follows from the Wigner-Eckart 
-theorem, and Sis called the "effective spin", As mentioned earlier, 
the g factor is not always a simple scalar as in the case of the 
Lande g-factor for free paramagnetic ions, The magnitude of g may de-
pend upon the orientation of a paramagnetic solid relative to the ex-
-ternal magnetic field H, That is, g can have anisotropic properties 
and is therefore denoted as a tensor in equation (2-21). In the gener, 
al case g can be expressed as a symmetric tensor of rank two and 
written in matrix form as follows. 
I I I ~ •• ~12 ~13 
I I I 
92, 92'2 92~ 
a' 9' g' 
'-'31 31 .33 
(2-22) 
The matrix for g is "Hermitian" because the components are real numbers 
and the symmetry property 3ij = 3ji holds. Since any Hermitian ma-
trix can be diagonalized, it follows that a similarity transformation 
Q exists such that 3 = Q 9' Q- 1• 
where g is 
9, 0 0 
~ = 0 92. 0 
0 0 93 
(2-23) 
When g is expressed in diagonal form the additional subscripts are 
usually omitted. The quantities Q 
JI 3 2 , and 93 are called 
the principal components of the g-tensor and lie along the three 
mutually perpendicular directions X1 X2 , and X3 . For an 
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arbitrary orientation of a paramagnetic crystal relative to the ex-
- -ternally applied magnetic field H, the effective value of gin the 
--'> direction of His given by 
~ '2. 2.rn 2 2 a. ~ 9 = ~1 cos 'f',+92 cos 1)2 +93 cos 1)3 (2-24) 
or 3 = ~ 9:cos<<:p, + ~: cos2 <f'2. +3~ cos"'-cp3 
-, <P2. , and cp3 are the angles between H and the principal 
component ·directions X1 , X1 , and X3 , respectively, 
Other interactions can occur between the unpaired electron and 
its surroundings within the crystal, Electrostatic interaction with 
a nucleus possessing a quadrupole moment can affect the energy level 
separation. Also, an effect known as hyperfine interaction results 
from magnetic interaction of the electron spin with a nucle1,1s of non-. 
zero spin. As a final example, microscopic crystalline electric fields 
produced by charges in the vicinity of a paramagnetic species can cause 
splitting of the energy levels. The nature of the splitting depends 
not only upon the host crystal but also whether the paramagnetic 
species is a member of the rare earth or iron group, The analysis of 
any given ESR spectrum usually involves only one or two significant 
interactions in addition to the Zeeman interaction, In any given case, 
other interactions are either negligible or non-,-existent. 
In addition to the dominant Zeeman interaction, the present study 
is concerned with hyperfine interaction which arises from magnetic 
interaction of an electron with the magnetic field produced by a nu-
cleus of non-zero spin, The Hamiltonian expressing the magnetic inter-
~ ........ 
action energy between a nucleus with spin I and the electron spin S 
is of the · following form (28)" 
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(2-25) 
·-9 i$ the free electron g-value and gI is the g-factor of the par-
s -
. ticular nucleus whose spin is I, The nuclear magneton.~N is obtained 
frO!;ll the Bohr Iil.agneton in equation (2-4) by replacing the electron mass 
.mby the mass of the proton, The first two terms in equation (2-25) 
.express the anisotropy of the interaction. The·last term, called the 
"Fermi contact,interaction", contains the Dirac delta function which 
is zero everywhere except at the nucleus. Since sufficient knowledge 
of the electronic wave function is. never available to calculate expec-
ta.tion values of. the individual terms in equation (2-25), the spin 
Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interaction is usually e~pressed in the 
· form 
I·A·S· } (2-,.26) 
where the components of A are to be determined through experimental 
· ··• analysis.· In _general, A is a symmetric tensor of rank two and can 
be represented in matrix form by 
, , , 
A,, ~.2. A,3 (2-27) 
A'= A:, I , A22 A2'3 
A'3, 
, 
p.'32. 
, 
li33 
Since the components of A.are real numbers and A is a symmetric tensor, 
it follows as in the case of the g tensor that a principal coordinate 
system can be founcl in which A is diagonal,. The elements Ai, A2, and 
A):.Jre the principal co1nponents of the A tensor. The principal axes 
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(2-28) 
. along which A1 , A25 and. A3. lie are, designated· by '(y1 , y2 ; y3) to dis-,-
tinguish them from.the principal axes of the g-tensor in equation 
(2-23). In other words, it is. not. true in general experimentally that 
the i and A tensors are diagonal in the same coordinate system, 
If the. externally applied magnetic field R makes · angles 1: 1 
~2.. , .and ~ 3 with the A tensor principal axes yl' y2 , and y 3 , 
-respectively, then the effective value of A.in the direction of His 
~ 2 2X n<a 2.-r 2 2. A = A, cos ..%.1 t n 1 cos i2. + A3 cos .!3 
(2-29) 
The result. in equatic;m (2-29) is analogous to the expression for the. 
effective value of gin equation (2-24). 
The hyperfine interaction can.be understood.by considering the 
magnetic field set .up by the nucleus at.the position of the unpaired 
...... 
elect.ron. The nucleus with spin I is quantized in the presence of 
an exter.nal magnetic .field and is ·thereby restricted to only 2I+l al-. 
lowed orienta~ions in the field. The magnetic field at the electron 
position is different . for each of the .. allowed orientations of the ·. 
nuclear spin; .. hence, the. magnetic interaction energy depends upon the 
nuclear orientation, For example, consider the simple case in which 
a single electron interacts with a nucleus of spin I=l. In the absence 
of an external magnetic field, a:!-1 allowed orientations of a magnetic. 
moment·(e:l,ther electrol).ic or nuclear) are.equal in energr, as 
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indicated on the extreme left in Figure 3. Application of an external 
magnetic field removes the energy degeneracy of the electron spin 
states ·as.shown in the middle,portion of Figure 3. A nucleus with, 
spin I=l can assume 2I+l or three allowed orientatiQns in the ,external 
field. For each nuclear.orientation, .each electron spin state has a 
different;. interaction energy •. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3 each 
electron energy level is usplit" into three levels as a result o-f hy-
perfine interaction with the spin-one nucleus. 
E 
ZeTo External 
fVla.jnetic Fie IJ 
Zeeman Inte:m.ction 
Resu.ltin3 fn,m PTE!Senc.e 
of Externa,I Ma..,netic 
field H · 
/. ~ -1 
I 
I E, 
' 
0 
' E A \ ,- +1 ,, 
£2+/l 
I -1 
I 
I £2. " 
\ 0 
\ E2.-A v t1 
Hjperf ine Inteltl.ction 
A"riSin.9 tYom Pyesence of 
a. Nu..cleu.s with. Spin I: I 
Figure-3. Hyperfine interaction of.an electron 
with a nucleus of.spin I=l. 
It was pointed out earlier that the allowed orientations of the 
-electron spin S are·those for which the projections s2 on the direction 
of Hare 52 = ± ,;_ 'ft . This is often expressed in terms of the 
ele.ctron spin quantum number m5 by writing 
J m =±1 s 
(2-30) 
-Similarly, the allowed orientations of a nucleus with spin .. I are· those 
for which the projections I 2 on the external field direction are given 
by 
(2-31) 
where the nuclear spin quantum number mI can have the values 
(2-32) 
Resonant.absorption of.electromagnetic radiation can occur,only when 
__.. 
the electron spin changes orientation relative to H without a simul-
tarleous change.in nuclear spin orientation. That is, the selection 
rules for the allowed ESR transitions.are 6m5 :=± 1 > Am1 =.o, and 
transitions occur only between the levels connected by arrows in Figure 
3. The.physical.basis underlying the selection rules can be understood 
by the following reasoning. When the electron undergoes the resonant 
transition m5 = -I ~ m5 = + '~ a photon of mean. energy ht>= 3sf3 H 
-is absorbed .from the alternating field perpendicular to H. Conserva-
tion of energy is obeyed in that the gain in energy of the electron 
is equal·to the energy of the photon absorbed. Now, the change in 
angular momentum of the electron during the transition 
m=--1-m=+I 5 S . 
Planck's constant divided by 21f, The spin angular momentum of any 
photon is1i, For each resonant absorption by an electron one unit 
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of angular momentum ft is extracted from the alternating electromagnet-
ic field, but the same unit of spin angular momentum is acquired by the 
electron, Therefore, both conservation of energy and angular momentum 
are satisfied by resonant transitions of the type b.m6 -:: ± 1 > ~ml.:: 0. 
Note that for a. transition involving L\m5= ± 1 and .6m =± 1 I. 
energy is conserved through absorption of a photon whose energy is 
g5 (3 H, but angular momentum is not conserved because only one unit it 
is given forth by the alternating field whereas a total angular momen.,.. 
tum of 2t is required if both the electron and nuclear spins are to 
~ 
reorient relative to the external field H. It should be.noted that 
conservation of energy and angular momentum also hold for transitions 
of the type '1m5 =-0 J ArnI =± 1J which are essentially nuclear resonance 
transitions, For a given external magnetic field strength H, the.res-
onant absorption occurs at a frequency lower than the ESR frequency 
by the factor :N ~ 1840. 
Combining equations (2-21) and (2-26), the spin Hamiltonian for 
the Zeeman and.hyperfine interactions is given by 
(2-33) 
Sand I are the.dimensionless electron and nuclear spin operators, re-
spectively. The allowed energy levels can be obtained from the 
Hamiltonian in equation (2-33), When the anisotropy in g an.A is 
negleC:t:ed the energy levels (for S =~)of the Hamiltonian in equation 
(2-:-33) are given.by the Breit-Rabi (29) expression. 
The positive axi.d negative signs correspond to the two ele.ctron spin 
states represented by the spin quantum. numbers ~=+I and 7ns=- I 
respectively. The Breit-Rabi relation in equation (2-34) can be.re-
, 
arranged and written in the form 
E(r±J.. m ±!)=-A± 9~H [i + :i (mJ: ± {:)A 
2.J I 2. + 2. !3ftH 
The energy absorbed in the transition m5 : - I ~ m 5 = + I > 
~~::O can be obtained from equation (2-35). 
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hJ= E(I+~ ,nix+i )-E(I-·l /rtr-~) c2-36) 
The hyperfine interaction energy A is normally much smaller than the 
A Zeeman energy gp H, and therefore the terms involving· 5~H in the 
Breit-Rabi expression are much less than unity. This is especially 
true in the present study. Under.the circumstances, valid use can be 
made of.the approximation 
I :z. 
(1 + x)a: = 1 + ~ + ~ ) X << 1 . (2-37) 
Applying the approximation to the energy level expression in equation 
(2-35) and substituting into equation (2-36), it is found that the 
allowed ESR transitions ( £im5=±1, fl mr = 0 ) are given to second 
order in _fJ_ by the following relation. 
5~H 
hJ= Q~H +m A+ A~ [I(I+l)-m~J 
vr I 13t3H 
(2-38) 
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Since ESR experiments are.performed at constant frequency for practical 
reasons, it .is convenient to solve equatiot!, (2-38) explicitly for the 
variable magnetic field strength.H, 
(2-39) 
Although the Breit-Rabi expression from which equation (2-38) was ob-
tain~d neglects any anisotropy in g the expression is entirely adequate 
for the present analysis because the,maximum anisotropy in g for the 
unusual ESR spectrum is only O. 06% of the ,average magnitude . of g. · Fur- . 
thermore, although equation (2-38) neglects anisotropy in A for the 
. . 
-4 -1 second.order terms th~ magnitude of A ("'6 x 10 cm ) is sufficiently 
small.so that the second order.terms do not contribute;significantly 
anyway. 
CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Simple Bridge Spectrometer 
It was shown in Chapter II that resonant absorption by unpaired 
electrons will occur if the small field 2 H1 COS Wt oscillates 
at the same frequency as the precession frequency of the unpaired 
-electrons in.the presence of the large field H. The condition for 
resonance-was expressed in equation (2-14) and is given by 
(3-1) 
According to.the Boltzman distribution, equation (2-15), for thermal 
equilibrium conditions at absolute temperature T, the greatest popula-
tion difference between the two spin states occurs·at maximum separa-
tion of the .energy levels. The energy level separation /:lE:: h.J is 
obviously a maximum for maximum frequency~ That isi maximum ab"'.' 
sorption or maximum sensitivity at a.given temperature Twill be ob-
tained at the highest possible frequency .J of the small oscillating 
field. A convenient region of operation results in a practical value 
) _, 
of Y lying in the .approximate range 9-25 K111c. sec which is in the 
microwave region. The spectrometer employed in the present study 
operates at -a nominal frequency of 9. 5 /'(me sec1 which is in the 
"x-band" region of the microwave spectrum. At this frequency equation 
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(3 .. 1) predicts that resonant absc;,rption by a free electron will occur 
....... 
at a magnetic field lI having the magnitude lI ~ 3400 Gauss~ 
-In principle, resonance can be achieved either by maintaining lI 
constant in magnitude and varying V until the, equality in equation · 
(3 ... 1) is satisfied, or by holding ,J constant · and varying lI slowly to 
achieve.the equality. The latter alternative is superior because prac-
tical considerat:ions make it convenient and.more.sati~factory to stabi-
lize the microwave.frequency J and slowly sweep the magnetic field 
H thro~gh the resonance condition. 
Before discussing the.sophisticB!ted ESR spectrometer used in the 
present: stuc;ly, consider f:J,rst the simplest fo-rm of a bridge. spectrom-,, 
-eter shown diagrammatically in Figure.· 4. The.· large magnetic field H 
is supplied by.the electr.omagnet. Microwave ·energy supplied by the 
klystron is transmitted by waveguide and.enters arm 1 of a waveguide 
junction called a "magic Tee" •. At ·the junction a portion of the energy 
is diverted into arms 2 and 3, .and in general, a portion passes into 
arm 4 •. The microwave.energy in arm 2 sustains an electromagnetic 
field co:i;ifiguration or "mode'' within the ,microwave cavity. The cavity 
-is positioned in the presence-of _the large magnetic field H such that 
--th~ microwave magnetic field 2H 1 cosWt oscillates in a direction per..,. 
-pendicular to H. The paramagnetic .sample is_placed in the region of 
maximum microwave.magnetic.field. 
The '11Qgic .Tee-has the property that no microwave energy is trans-,, 
mitted by arm 4 provided arms 2 and 3 share equal amounts of energy 
(30). The,losses in arm 2 will depend upon the nature of the micro-
wave cavity and the particular paramagnetic specimen undet investiga.·-
tion. The c;levice called a "slide screw tuner" inserted in arm.3 
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3 I I ----- j 
_Jf \;: ~ oy . I L_ ____ ~! :' 4 ~1 IL ___ ---=-_ 
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Figure 4o A Simple .E:SR Bridge Spectrometer, 
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contains a metal probe whose depth of-insertion in the region of maxi-
mum·microwave electric field can be varied •. The position of the probe 
can, also be ·varied along the . length of the waveguide. For ... a given 
cavi.ty a,;i.d sample the. slid.e screw t4ner. can be adjusted so tl).at arms 
2.and 3 are·electx-ica~ly matched. Under,this condition the magic Tee· 
prevents any energy from arriving at the detec:tQr in arm 4. However~ 
when the.magnitude of His adjusted to.satisfy the condition in equa~ 
tion (3"'.'"l), resonance occu~.s resulting in an absorption of energy from 
the .. microwave field in the cavity. During x-esonance th~re is. an un ... 
balance in energy bett.ieen arl!l~ 2 and 3, thereby allowing energy.to. 
pass into arm 4 where the detector responds to the magnitude of energy 
unba+ance. · 
Spectrometer Employed in,the Present Study 
Elect;on spin resonance.can be detected with the simple bridge. 
arrangement depicted in Figure 4, but .not with a .high degree of sensi-
tivity., Several .factors affect the .sensitivity of detection, and, their 
consideration leads to a more.complex system. The ESR spectrometer. 
employed in the present ,. study was. constructed i~ this laboratory by 
M. D. :aell (31), but it includes several Varian.components. The system 
is·sho:wn diagra1Jllllatically in Figure 5. Microwave radiation proceec;ling 
directly from the Varian Type V-153 re.flex klystron passes th,rough · two 
ferrite _isolators before enter~ng;a~ 1 of the.magic-Tee-Ti.· The de-
vice called a fer:r;-it·e ,isolato-r . has. a non,linear property which perl!lits 
energy to tx-ansmit.fx-eely in.one direction bµt not·in.the reverse (32). 
Therefore, any microwave radiation refl.acted fr.om various parts of the 
system is.attenuated in,the isolator and is,prevented from producing 
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undesirable changes. in the kly.stron frequencyo Radiation entering 
through arm 1 is divided by arms.2 and.3. · Arm 2 directs energy through 
a precision variable attenuatc;>r and then to tl~e microwave ferrite cir-
culator. The circulator has the property that radiation entering by. 
one arm. can exit only by a second arm in sequence (33). The energy 
entering arm 1 of the circulator is e~ited by arm 2 and passes into the 
Varian V-4531 rectangular parallelopiped cavity. Energy reflected 
from the. cavity re-enters the circulator by arm 2, but e~its by arm 3o ·· 
Arm 3 of the circulator directs the radiation to the ~agic.Tee T2 where 
the energy is divided, half being detected by the crystal detector in 
arm 2 and the remaining being dissipated by arm 3 of r2 •. The radiation 
transmitted by arm 3 of 'l'1 is employed in biasing the crystal detector;. 
the bias voltzage to the crystal is adjusted by means of the variable 
attenuator in the bias arm. The variab~e phase shifter in.the bias 
arm together with the slide screw tuner in th.e arm containing the 
cavity provide a.means of electrical tuning used in balancing the 
bridge immediately before recording the spectrum of .. a given para.magnet-
ic sample. 
-The large magnetic field H causing precession of the unpaired 
spins is produced by a Varian magnet which can be rotated about 
a vertical axis. The 6" diameter pole pieces are l;ieparated by 2.875''. 
The coils of the electromagnet are energized by the current-regulated .. 
model. V2200 Varian magnet power supply. Since paramagnetic samples 
necessarily occupy a finit,e region in space;.it is.desirable that the 
field· H possess a · high degree of homogeneity to assure that all the 
spins are exposed to the same magnetic field strengtho The Varian 
magnet produces a field whose homogeneity is one part in 104 over a 
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circu~ar region approximately-1" in diameter lying in the median pl,!!.ne 
between the pole faces and centered about their central axis. Since. 
the largest ·dimension of any . of the diamonds, investigated is approxi-
mately 0.2", the degree of homogeneity is considerably greater over 
the small region occupied by the.specimens. 
One of the most important factors affecting the sensitivity of de-
tec.tion :l.s the degree. of monochromaticity in the klystron frequency. 
In Figure 5 the __ waveguide section leading directly from the klystron 
contaj,.ns a 20db·directional couple; whose function is to divert a 
portion of the microwave energy for use in stabilizing the klystron fre-
quency. The method of stabilization utilized is kni;,wn as the."modified 
Po\,lnc;l" system (34\; the , circuitry is shown. in more expanded form in. 
Figure 6. The·method employs a.cylinc;lrical cavity serving as a refer-
ence. t~e,frequency of which can be varied over-a small but suitable 
ranij~ by varying its length with the.aid of a precision micrometer 
movement. After the reference cavity resonant frequency is matched 
to that ·of. the sample cavity, , the tnodifi.ed Pound stabilization system 
maintains the,klystron frequency locked t<? the.resonant:frerquency of 
the sample.cavity. The small portion of energy diverted by the coupler 
enters arm 1 of the magic Tee, wh~re it is then divided by.arms 2 and 
3. Arms 2 and 3 are adjusted to have·equal.effective lengths 11 and 
arm 3 is a 'i;natched load so.that,no radiation is reflected in.the ab-
sence of modulation •. In·operation, the microwave.radiation entering 
-1 
arm 3 is modulated.at ·70 Kc ,eec •. A portion.of the reflected radia--
' . 
tion.enters arm 1 to be'dissipated in the ferrite isolator.and thereby 
prevented from perturbing the ,klystron frequency. The portion enter-·· 
ing arm 4 has super;imposec;l upon.it a wave·reflected -from the reference, 
u wave in __..,. - .... __.::;:-out 
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cavity, If the.klystron.drifts from the resonant frequency of the 
reference cavity, a reactive component will appear in the reflected 
wave from the cavity. The sign of-the reactive change will depend 
upon whether the klystron frequency is greater or less than that of 
-1 the reference cavity. The 70 Kc sec output ,of·the cietector crystal 
will have an amplitude proportional to the .. reactive component in the 
wave reflected from the reference cavity, and its phase will differ 
0 by 180 on either side of the cavity resonance. The detector output 
has an.amplitude which is proportional to the klystron frequency de~ 
viation; the plra·se of the output is determined by the direction of the 
-1 frequency deviatiqn and is amplified by a 70 Kc sec amplifiero A 
crystal diode phase.detector is employed to compare the amplified 
signal with a reference signal from the 70 Kc·sec-l oscillatoto The 
phase detector.produces.a de output the amplitude of which is deter-
mined by the magnitude of frequency deviation of the klystrono The 
-1 
sign .of·the de signal depends upon the phase of the 70 Kc sec. signal. 
from the detector. The± de or "error signal"'is applied to the re-' 
fleeter of the klystron in a manner to correct for the frequency de-
viation. By this method the klystron frequency is stabilized.t'O the 
resonant .frequency of the Varian sample cavity with a degree of stabi..:. 
lization better thap. one.pia,rt.in 106 • A Hewlett-Packard model 540 B 
transfer oscillator is used in conjunction with.the model 525 D elec-
tronic cqurtter for measuring the klystron .frequency, 
As a further ~eans of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, the 
spectrometer in Figure 5 employs modulation of the magnetic field Ho 
The output •ignal-to-noise ratio,of the spectrometer increases as the 
squar~ root of the modulation field frequei,icy (35), The Varian model 
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V-4560 modulation and control unit produces modulation of the magnetic 
field Hat. a frequ~ncy of 100 Kc sec~1 ; which is the highest practica~ 
-1 ble valt,1e •. The unit contains a 100 Kc sec oscillator _which drives a. 
power amplifier which in turt). excites the modulation field coils to 
produce.magn~tic field modulation at the position of the sample. Upon 
resonance, the sample converts the magnetic field modulation into modu-
lation of the ~icrowave radiation field, which in turn.is detect~d, 
-1 
amplified, and.finally compared with the original 100 Kc sec· ·modula-
tion by means of .. a phase sensitive detector •. The output of the phase 
sensitive detector.is connected to a pen~recorder enabling the spectra 
to be.displayed graphically on chart paper~ 
Whe~ the.amplitude of the magnetic field modulation is much less 
than the line width of the,resonance being investigated, the result 
~s a signal which approache1;1 the.derivative of _the resonance. This 
is tt:ue becau1;1e the modulation and phase detection process measures the 
change in signal of a magnetic field dependent phenomenon for a.small 
change in magnetic field as a functiot). of tlre magnetic field itself. 
This is.precisely the.definition of the derivative of the signal with 
respect,to th~ ~gnetic field. Therefore, the spectra traced out by 
the recorder appear in the,form of a derivative of the ordinary·ab, 
sorption peak. 
CHAP'tERIV 
INVESTIGATION OF UNUSUAL ESR SPECTRA 
IN NATURAL DI,MiONDS 
Review of the Nitrogen.Spectrum 
The·most frequently observed and repo:i::-ted electron spin.resonance 
spectrum in natural, unirradiated diamond is that arising from substi-
tutional nitrogen.donors. (7), The nitrogen spectrum is present in the 
diamonds containing the spectra under investigation in the present 
study. It is appropriate to describe the nitrogen spectrum in some de-
tail in order to distinguish it from the.spectra being studiedo. 
In the diamond lattice each carbon atom is locateq. at.the center 
of a regular tetrahedron and is covalently bonded with its four nearest 
neighbors positioned at the vertices of the tetrahedron" The tetra-
hedral bonding arrangement of the.diamond structure.is depicted in. 
Figure 7. When a nitroget). impurity atom replaces a carbon atom in the 
diamond lattice two of the seven electrons of the nitrogen are in-
corporated into the core states and four electrons participate in the 
normal covalent bonds, one with each of·the four nearest neighbor car-
bon atoms. The unpaired spin of the "extra" or donor electron is re .... 
sponsible for the paramagnetism. According to Smith et al. (7), the 
donor electron is confined mainly to the substitution~! nitrogen atom 
and one of the four nearest neighbor carbon atoms. Any of the four 
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Figure,7. Tetrahedral Bonding Arrangement of 
the.Diamond Structure. 
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nearest-neighbor carbon-nitrogen bond,directions can serve as an axis 
for hyperfine interaction of the donor electron with the nitrogen. 
nucleus whose spin is one. One possi'ble hyperfine axis is·the bond 
direction connecting the .. substituti,onal nitrogen N with the carbon 
atom c1 in Figure 7 •. Since the,nitrogen,nucleus has spin I=l~ it fol-. 
lows.from the discussion of Chapter II that each site such,as the N-C1 
site in Figure 7 will result in a spectrum with 2I+l or 3 equally in-
tense lines. The possibility of 4 equally probable but differently 
oriented sites introduces a<;lditional structure. The spectrum from 
nitrogen donors is shown.schelllatically in Figure 80. When the external 
magnetic field 9ii i:s parallel to a (100} direction of the diamond 
lattice all the bonds make an a'Q,gle.of 54°40' with the field; that; 
__.,. 
is, when His along a <100> direction all the possible hyperfine 
axes are inclined at the same angle .relative to.the magnetic fieldo 
For .this case all the possible sites are equivalent and a simple spec-
tru.m of 3 equally intense lines results, and. the outer lines are . 
~ 
spaced eq'l,lally relative to t~e central lineo, · When H is in a < I W) 
direction half the bonds are perpendicular tQ the field and.half .are 
inclined at 35°20 1 , yielding two outer lines on either side of the 
central unshifted lineo Each of the.outer lines hashalf the intensi-
_..,. 
ty of the central line. When H is parallel to a < 111) direction 
.. 
of the crystal, one-fourth the bonds are parallel to the.field and 
' 0 three-fourths are inclined at an angle of 70 • Consequently~ the 
outer components exhibit an intensity ratiQ of 3 to 1, with tl;le smaller 
one having an intensity one-fourth.that of the main central componento 
For an arbitr,ary orientat;Lon of the diamond relative tc the external· 
magnetic field, a maximum of·fo1.1r equally intense components is 
l t ~ . 
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Figure 8. Schematic Representation of the Main ESR Spectrum from 
Substitutional Nitrogen Donors in Diamond. 
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\0 
. 4.0 
observed on either side of the.main central line, Since the g-factor 
is isotropic (g ... 2,0024+0,0005)~ the central component does not shift 
in position for various orientation.is of the diamond in the magnetic 
field, 
12 Although C has no nuclear spin, there is a 1,1% natural abun-
dance 13 of C whose nuclear spin is~. Interaction of the nitxogen 
donor electron with the c13 nuclear spin $plits each of the main nitro-
gen lines into 2!+1 or 2 components, Howevelt'~ since only Ll% of the 
sites designated c1 in Figure 7 will be oc,::upied by c13 , the ir:esulting 
spectra.! lines will ha.ve only 1!0 the int.,~nsity of the C!)rrresponding 
spectral lines in Figure 8, As Smith et aL (7) reported~ only th.at 
13 portion of the weak C spectrum lying beyond the outer satellites of 
the main nitrogen spectrum in Figure 8 can be distinguished, Those 
13 portions of the C spectrum lying near the main.nitrogen lineS1 are. 
rendered unresolvable because of their ext:re:mely small. intensity a 
Smith et aL (7) also observed pairs of weak lines symmetrically 
disposed about ea.ch main nitr1Cgen absorptfon and separated from ::Lt 
-'t> 
by 6, 4 Gauss, The lines were detected only with H alrong a <. 100') di-
rection and were attributed to interia.c,tion of the donor electie©n with 
c13 in the. position labeled c2 in Figure 1, Since there a.:rce three c2 
positions for each c1 position for a given site N, the pairs observed 
1 1 
are 3 (180 ) or 60 the intensity of the mair., :nitrogen lines, Loub.;;,er 
-'I> 
~nd DuPreez (8) not only detercted the weak pahs for H along !! <(100) 
~· 
direction but also with H parallel to ( l.10) and ,( 111') o Figure 9 
is an enlarged reproduction of the sps.ctieul'!1, as shown by Loubaer and 
DuPreez, The three large lines are the main nitrogen lines obserll'ed 
~ 
when His parallel to a< 100) direction, The outer components of the 
(b) Ca) 
Ho--
Figure 9o Additional Line.sin the ESR Spectrum From Substitutional 
Nitrogen Donors in Diamondo 
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system labeled "(a)" in Figure 9 are separated from each main nitrogen 
line by 6. 4 Gauss and were observed by Smith et al. (7). The inner 
components of the (a) system are separated from each main nitrogen line 
by 4.6 Gauss and were first observed by Loubser and Du Preez who attri~ 
buted.them to hyperfine interaction of.the: donor electron with the c13 
nucleus.in the position designated c3 in Figure' 7. The latter lines are 
_. 
isotropic and therefore do not split into more components when His 
parallel to ( 110) or ( 111) directions. 
The weak lines designated by (b) in Figure 9 occur approximately 
midway.between the central and outer nitrogen lines. Loubser and 
Du Preez (8) explained their presence in terms of an interaction of the 
· small nitrogen quadrupole moment with the electric field gradient. 
Finally, the feeble lines marked (c) in Figure 9 are separated from 
the central nitrogen line by 24.2 Gauss. Since only two lines were 
1 
observed and their intensity was approximately 205" that of the main 
nitrogen lines, Loubser and Du Preez associated them with interaction 
15 
of the donor electron with. th~ 0.365% naturally abundant isotope N 
whose nuclear spin is~. 
Other ESR Spectra in Natural Diamonds 
It has long been known that complex ESR-spectra in addition to 
that of the simple nitrogen spectrum of Figure 8 are present in natural 
diamonds. Smith et al. (9) reported a spectrum consisting of,14 lines 
for the case in which the external magnetic field was oriented along a 
( 100) axis of the crystal. The system of lines is centered about 
the g value 2.0027 + 0.0005, and the.14 nearly equally spaced compo-
nents span a small magnetic field interval of approximately 25 Gauss. 
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Smith et _al. (9) tentatively advanced the idea that the spectrum was 
associated with bound aluminum acceptors but later :(7) indicated that 
the,association wa~ largely speculative. 
In most diamonds.containing ESR spectra.other than that of nitro-
gen donors.the additional spectra are of a very complex and anisotropic. 
nature. Even with a ( 100). direction, parallel .to the magnetic field 
the additional spectra in some diamonds consist of thirty or more 
components spanning a field interval of only 25 Gauss. Diamond D-82 
of our collection is representative of the highly complex spectra pres-
ent in natural unirradiated diamonds. The ESR spectrum of D-82 is 
shown in Figure 10 for three orientations of the diamond relative to 
the.external magnetic field. Upon comparison with Figure 8 it is seen 
that the number and relative intensities of.the outer components in 
Figure 10 reveal that the nitrogen spectrum. is present in D.,..82, al-
though the additional complex spectra completely obscure the central 
isotropic nitrogen absorption. Complicated spectra such as that ex-'' 
hibited by.D-82 presumably arise from the presence of more than one 
impurity resulting in a st,1perposition of spectra near g = 2o00 which 
renders an analysis virtually impossibleo 
Experimentally Determined Nature of the 
Unusual ESR Spectrum 
In a few natural diamonds the spectra in addition to the nitrogen 
spectrum are of a simpler natul;'e than that of D-82 in Figure H}. The 
diamond specimens D-51A, D-SlB, and D-58 of our collection exhibit the 
unusual electron spin resonance spectra under consideration in the 
present study. The spectra were recorded at room temperature with the 
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spectrometer shown. in Figure 5 and discussed earlier.. Each diamond 
was oriented by means of.an x-ray back reflection technique (36) and 
attached to quartz tubes and positioned in the microwave cavity such 
that angular dependence studies of the spectra could be made with the 
-external magnetic: field H lying in a { llO} plane of the crystal o 
---+ 
Angular variation studies were also made with H lying in a { 100} and 
[ 111} crystalline plane. However, the. angular behavior of the 
spectra with H rotated in a t 110 J plane is perhaps the most revealing 
-because H can be aligned parallel to each of the three.major crystal~ 
line directions ( 100) , ( llO) , and ( 111) • 
Magnetic field values were determined with the aid of a.nuclear 
resonance probe, and DPPH (g = 2.0036 ± 0.0003) was employed as a 
standard g-value indicator, In using a standard g-value reference it 
is desirable that the resonance line of the standard be recorded simul-
taneously with the spectrum under investigation and that the standard 
be positioned very near.the sample to assure that both the sample and 
the standard are exposed to the sam~ magnetic field strengtho To 
this end, a 0.025" diameter recess was drilled to an approximate depth 
of 0.028" in a small piece of teflono After tamping a small quantity 
of powdered DPPH into the.recess the excess teflon was carefully carved 
away to produce a small teflon capsule approximately Oo03" on a side 
containing the,DPPH standard, Ordinary Duco cement contains no ESR 
signal to interfere with that of the diamond and was used not only in 
attaching the.diamond to the.quartz tube but also in securing the 
small teflon capsule to a face of the diamond, 
In determining g values the standard resonance line was recorded 
simultaneously with the spectrum of.the diamond. If 'HnPPH and ~iao 
· are the magnetic field values of the DPPH_ resonance and a particular 
line in the diamond spectrum, respectively, and gDPPH and gDia. are. 
·the cqrresponding g values, equation (2-14) yields the relationship 
46 
h~ - a AH - a P. H 
- J DPPH 1 .DPPH - JDi4. ,- J)it. (4-la) 
OT 
a - HDPPH 
JDitA.. - 3.nfPH H 
.D1a.. 
That is, the standard resonance is·observed at'.the same·frequency. 
as the diamond spectrum. The.· magnetic fielq values , aPPH and · H_i 
--u --u a. 
were det~rmined with the aid of the nuclear resonance prQbe. Since 
the.probe is necessarily external to the microwave cavity and slightly 
off. the central axis, the magnetic field as det.ermined by the . probe 
usually differs by a few tenths of one Gauss from the.field at the 
position of,the diamond and DPPH stan~ard. To account for this a 
correction factor was deterrQ,ined by comparing the measured field 
1ilPPH with the correct·• field calculated from 
Con~ 
H 
.DPPH 
(4-lb) 
B:nPPH f3 
The-correction factor was then used tQ obtain the correct field ~~~r •• 
Using the correcte4 values for 11nPPH and ~ia.' the value of gDia. 
was computed from the relation in equation (4-la). Th~·microwave 
frequency~ in equation (4-lb) was mt4sured with the aid of·the 
Hewlett-Packard model,540B transfer oscillator used in conjt,inction with 
the model 524D electronic counter. -
Figure,11 shqws the complete spectra of,D-SlA and D-SlB with 
( 100) , <111) , and (110) parallel to the magnetic field. Re-
ference to Figure 8 reveals that the,outermost lines on the high and 
dX 11 
dH 
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Figure 11. Electron Spin Resonance in Diamonds D-51A and D-SlBo ~ 
-...! 
low field sides in Figure 11 are .. the hyperfine lines. in the normal 
nitrogen spectrum~ All.lines· of the unusual spectra have a very 
narrow linewidth. of approximately O, 17 Gauss, which is·. considerably 
less than that of the main nitrogen lines. A.slow scan of·the central 
family of.lines is shown in Figure.12, in w~ich it,can be seen that 
I 
there are three main groups of lines. The-high field group consists 
of .. two very closely spaced components with the magnetic field ·in. a 
( 100) direction. There are 3 lines with relative intensities 6:3:3 
--+ in a ( 111) direction, and 4with intensities 2:4:4:2 when His par-
allel to ( 110) • 
The low field group is comprised of 2 lines of relative intensity 
-+ . -8 :4 for n// (100} , 2 lines in the. approximate ratio 3: 9 with Ji//<111) , 
--'> 
and 4 lines of inten~ity ratio 2:2:4:4 when His in a.(110} direction. 
Jrinally, in Figure 12 the middle.field group is seen to contain 
3 lines of relative intensity 6:3:3 with J:i// (111) 9 and the central 
isotropic nitrogen line occurs between the • two lower .,intensity lines • 
........ 
When H is along (100) a single line of intensity 8 units occurs. at a 
s~ightly lower. field than the middle nitrogen line. In a ( 110) di-. 
rection two lines with relative intenl$ity 2:4 appear on the low field 
side but near the middle nitrogen line. In ( 100) and (110) di-
rections the lines at the central nitrogen position appear greater in 
.__.. 
intensity than the central nitrogen line with H along a. ( 111) di-· 
rection. · This aspect.is associated.with the presence of the.middle· 
gre>up of 1.ines, and its significance will be discussed later. 
Figure.13 shows the complete spectra of D-58 with the magnetic 
field parallel to a (100) , (110) , and (111) direction. The 
number and relative intensities of the outermost lines on the high 
---~ 
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and low field extremities indicate that the spectrum from substitution-
a+ nitrogen c.lonors is present ,in the diamond D-,.58, However, the addi.,. 
tional complex spectral lines exhibited by D-58 completely m.ask the 
central isotropic nitrogen.line, A slow scan of.the central region of 
the D-58 spectrum is shown.in Figure.14; it can.be seen that the outer· 
groups.of lines on the high and low field sides.of the complex portion 
a,;e · identical in number and correspondin{ relative intensities to. the 
outer groups of D-SlA and D-51B in F~gure l2o However, the additional 
complex structure of D-58 obscures the.middle group of lines possessed 
by D-SlA and D-51B. 
The experimentally observed angular dependencies of the unusual 
spectra of D-SlA and. D-51:B when H is rotated in $ { 110} crystalline 
plane are shown on the left in Figures 15, 16, and 17,. The outer groups. 
of lines in the .. D-58 spectrum of Figure .14 have the same angular de-
pendence in a { 110} plane as.that of D-51A and D-SlB shown in Figures 
15 and 17. For arbitrary angle. 0 , tlle high field group in Figure .15 · 
splits into a maximum.of 7 lines with relative intensities 2:2:2:2:1: 
2:1. The middle field group in Figure 16 exhibits a maximum of 6 lines 
ex~eptfer a partial splitting of .one near 9 = 68°. Finally, at arbi..,, 
trary angle 9 , .6 lines with intensity ratios 2:4:2:1:2:1 characterize 
the angular behavior of. the low field group in Figure ·.17. 
When the magnetic field is rotated .in a { 100} plane of the dia-
mond each of the groups splits into as many as 6 lines as shown on the 
left in Figures 18, 19, and 20. 
._. 
The observed angular behavior of th~ high field group when Mis 
rotated in a { 111} plane. is shown OlJ. the left .. in Figure , 21 o As I!lany 
as 11 lines are observed, 10 of unit intensity an~·l of double 
dX.11 
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intensity, Only the results for the high field group &.rre shown because 
not all the lines in. the middle and low field groups c.ould be resolved 
with Hin a { 111} plane, The lack of resolution of all the Jines can 
be understoo4 by noting that the total splitting of the low field group 
for H// (110) is less than 1 Gauss, or less than one-third that of the 
high field group. Complete resolution is impossible for the middle 
field group not only because the (110) splitting is less than half 
that of the high field lines but also the central nitr10Jgen.line ob .. 
scures a large portion of the detail in a { 111} plane, 
In King's (37) study of the effect of light on ESR in diamonds~ 
the spectra of D-51A, D-51B, and D-58 were found to be insen:aitive to 
irradiation with ultra violet light, In comparing other experimental 
characteristics of the three diamonds with the remaining samples of. 
our collection, no prominent features in the optie~l absorption spec~ 
t:ra, for example, are present which would distinguish the diamonds 
from those in which the unusual ESR is unobservableo Neither does any 
correlation exist regarding the ph<otoconductive or photovoltaic re-
sponses (38). However, it is interesting to note that the diamonds 
containing the unusual ESR also exhibit strong lumineseence properties 
compared with other diamonds in the collection (38), 
The Spin Hamiltonian and the CakulSlted Results 
Corresponding lines in the three groups are of equal intensity, 
and the lines in the high and low field groups are separat.ed apprcxi-
mately equally on either side of their c.orresponding lines in the 
middle group, Therefore, it was first assumed and later confirmed that 
the three groups of lines considered as a whole arise from hyperfine 
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interaction of an unpaired electron with a nucleus of spin one"· The 
spin-one nucleus is believed to be nitrogen for the following reasons, 
Only H2 , Li, cu64 , and cs130 in addition to nitrogen have a nuclear 
64 130 
spin of L The radioactive isotopes Cu and Cs have half-lives of 
only 12,8 hr. and 30 min., respectively, and therefore have to be ex-
eluded·. Lithium has been tested fer, but not found in natural diamonds 
(39), Using a gas analysis technique Kaiser and Bond (40) found large 
concentrations of nitrogen but only small quantities of hydrogen pre-
sent in natural Type I diamonds, The spin-one isotope of hydrogen has 
a natural abundance of only 0,0156% and therefore can be ruled outo 
Since nitrogen is known to be a major impurity in natural diamonds it 
is believed that the nitrogen nucleus of spin one is responsible for 
the 2I+l or 3 groups of lines in the unuimal ESR spectra, 
The spin Hamiltonian will be of the form 
- - -
rJ(; =/3 3 · S • H + A • I · S (4-lc) 
with s ... ~ and I ... 1. The anisotropic: nature of the unusual spectrum 
suggests that g and A are anisotropic tensors whose principal axes are 
not coincident o The allowed ESR transitions { tJ. ms=± 11 AmI-=: ()) 
given by equation (2-38) are 
h~ = 9P.H + m A + A,. 1:r(I+v)-m:] 
, r 2jpH I~, . (4-ld) 
-.2. '2. a '2. ~ 2 '2.A) 9 -:.: 91 cos ~ + Sz cos <12. + 93 cos ""3 (4-le) 
;i.. a 2. ha a l:: :z. :lo -;,:; A-::: /\cos ~ 1 +n2 cos ~:i + A3 cos X3 (4-lf) 
The c:f}, and ~i are the angles between the principal components of 
"'"""""' g and A, respectively, and the exte-rnal magnetic field H. It was 
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pointed out in Chapter, II that the expre~sfon in (equ&.tfon (4-ld) ob-
tained from the Breit-Rabi relation of equation (2~34) neglects the 
anisotropy in g. However~ use of equation (4-ld) is entirely justi-
fiable in the present case. since~ as will be s,een later :i the maximum 
anisotropy in g is only Oo06% of the average magnitude of g itselfo 
Equation (4-ld) can be expressed explicitly in terms of the magnetic 
field to yield 
H =- 1 r( hv -m A)+Jc hJ-rn m"-1A"fr(rn)-m~] ]. (4- 2 ) 29p ~ I I t . 
The· anisotropic features of the. spec'trum can be expb.ined on the 
basis of a model in which identical defect 1eenters are preseiri.t whose. 
axes are oriented differently in the diamond latticea In fact 9 the 
proper number of spectral lines, their relative intensities, and the 
angular behaviors in the maj ©'l:' crystalline planes are prope:dy pre-
dieted if the principal components g1 and A1 are oriented al<ong each 
of the twelve (110) directions, Foir example~ defe1et sites with g1 
in the [110] direction have g2 and g3 in thie {110) plane 9 and g2 
makes an angle Ip with the ~10] r!i!XiS:, as shrown in Figult'e 220 For 
these sites, A1 also is in the [110) dire1etion and A2 and A3 are 
in the (110) plane, but A2 is inclined at an angle .d, with the [110] 
axis, 
-'I> 
In Figure 22 the magneti1e field His in the (110) plane and ms.kes 
an angle e with the (001] axis O When cos cp, j cos cf'z ~ and 
cos q}3 in equation (4-le) a.re expres!!l!ed in terms of 0 and °l.p j equa~ 
tfon (4-9) is obtained, Similar 1,;;alcula.tions for the centers having 
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their components g1 lying in the remaining <110) directions yield 
equations (4-3) through (4-8), Note. that ten :of the centers become 
equivalent in pairs when His in a { 110} plane~ s:o only seven inde-
pendent expressions are obtained fo:r go The expressions for A are the 
same in form as those for g ~ except that g1 ~. g2 j g 3 , and 1./> are. re-
placed by A1 , A2 , A3 ii and dJ respecti"Jely'c, A sample derivation c,f 
equations· (4-3) through (4-~) is gi•J'li:ln in the Appendixo 
When the seven expressions for gin equations (4-3) through (4-9) 
and the corresponding ones for A are substituted into equation (4-2)j 
the calculated magnetic field values in the (110) plane for the high, 
middle, and low field hyperfine groups are obtained by setting m ~ -1~ I 
O, and 1, respectively, Prelimina1ry values for s1 ~ g2 , g31 and t 
were determined by noting that equat;ion (4-ld) is independent of A for 
the middle hyperfine group (m haa O) pr:0vided the second order term is 
I 
neglected, Using equation (4-ld) under this approximation and noting 
e 10 that equation (4-9) reduces tog~ g1 for § 90 , a preliminary 
value for g1 was.deduced from the corre~ponding spectral line of the 
-+ 
middle group in the experimental data with H parallel to a (110) 
direction, When the angle 9 between I{ a:nd the [ 001] axis is equal 
to the angle lp , the expression for gin ~quation (4-4) exhibits an 
extremum and yields the value g ~ g3 , Ther~fore, by observing the 
angle e at which the corresponding experimental curve in Figure 16 
has a tangent line with zero slope~ the angle 1f was determined direct-
ly; the experimental value of g at which the curve exhibits zero slope 
provided a preliminary value for g3 , Similarly~ it is seen that the 
expression for g in equation (4-3) has the extir:remal value g "" g2 when 
0 0 ,,. is equal to 90 - 'I' ; by observing the ve.lue of g at whfoh the. 
31:(110], [no] 
(4-3) 
! 
3={9:si112CiJ,-e)+ s: cos 2 (t-e)f2 (4-4) 
! 
t t gtsin8 Sin~ -.Ji(sin 8 cos~ -cos8 sin'I' if r ( 4-S) 
9 ={ 9: [;e + s~er+ t s:[-sin8 COS'r-.Ji(si1t6SiY11/'-CoS8cos4') r 
+i([sin8 sin~ -[2(sin8,°"' +cose si•t>J't (4-,l 
.!. 
+i 9:[-sin 8 Sin '1'-,2 (sin8 <oS'f + COS 8 Si•f r ( 4-7) 
(4-9) 
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corresponding experimental curve in Figure.16 exhibits zeri0 slCJpes a 
preliminary value for g2 was determined, Finally j mdng the prelimi-
nary parameters of the i-tensor end taking advantaige of.the fact that 
a similar procedure was employed in .utrivir.g at preliminary. values for 
of the individual experimental curves in the.router groups in Figures. 
15 and 17, 
Using the Oklahoma State University IBM 360 c~mputeir facility the. 
angular dependences cf the lines in a { 110} plane werre calculated 
using equation (4-2) in conjunction with the expressions for gin. 
equations (4-3) through (4-9) and :similar ones for A, The parameters 
of the g and A tensors were adjusted to yield the best over-all repre-,-
sentation of the experimental data" The calculated results with ©J "" 
. . . bl 
2.0031 ± 0.0003~ 82.,. 2,0019 ± 0,0003, 83 § 2.0025 ± 0,0003, · ~ • 45.2° 
± 0.3°; and A1 ~ 1,054 + OaOOl x 10-19 erg, A2 • lo424 ± 0,001 x l0-19 
A 1 052 + 0 001 v "110-19 <>·'"1 <);'' _, 2" J, 0 "" 1° d erg, 3 .,. , . _. , "".... '"'"o, ~ ""· .t,.4 + ,u, a1ee i;:n:esente 
on the . right in Figu1res 15 , 16, and 17. In the figures !J HU•-71) fo,:1c 
example, has been abbreviated as H(7) o Hyperfine components are often 
expressed in reciprocal :centimeters. Using the relation E "" h}:. 
h~ the principal hyperfine compronents listed above can be convre:rted 
-1 to units cm by merely dividing each by the factor (he), 
By ni0ting the number 0,f equivalent sites :represented by each rof 
the expressions in equations. (4-3) through {4-9) 91 it is seen that the 
model predicts 5 lines of double.intensity and 2 of unit intensity 
for each of the hyperfine groups, Figure n indicates that only 6 
components w~:re resolved.experimentally for the low field.group 91 
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whereas the model predfots 7, However~ tw«:J of the calculated icurve:s, 
H(7) and H(8), are nrearly ,coincddiant for all V&lilues of 0 1 th.eh 
largest divergence being only O a 02 Gaus~ at @;;;, 30° a Experimentally i 
the two could not by resolved and would appea1r conly £l1S a· :single li11e 
with relative intensity 4 units, 
In the middle hypeirfine group of F:igul!."e .. 16 «:i1nly 6 lines we'te ob-
served experii\llentally ~ exeept for a part:Lal splitting cof one line near 
0 IO =.68 , This.is not at va:dance. with the predicted number iijf.1 for 
the' following reasons, In the interval e 
"" 
0°--4 3i0 ~ either H(9) cor 
H(S) is too near the isiOitropie nitr©Jgen. line for l'Bl'.iiolutiono Either. 
H(9) and H(4) er H(4) and H(7) ara taa near,one another for reaolution 
in the interval (:J ""32°-+60°, ,Finally~ H(5) and H(3) are separated 
by a maximum of only 0,09 Gauss (at 6 "" 70°) in the interval 6 ""' 
60°___.. 90°, Note.from the calculated angular deparidenca shown in Figure 
16 that H(3), H(4), and H(9) ~hould 1eonverge at approximately the same 
field value as the isotropic nitrogen line when H// [oq1J furth~:::'-
more, four of the calculated lines ccnverge at a field value nearly 
coincident with the.central nitrcogen line in the [110] direction, 
~ 
However, for H in the [111] direction, nro,:i.'ll.e 1of the anb©t:fopfo lines 
coincides with the central nitrogen lineo This explein.i why the lines 
--'!> 
observed at the central nitrogen pra,si tfon with H parallel t:ui < 100) 
and (110) are greatef in intensity than the central nitrogen line in 
the ~ 111 > direcctfons, 
The predictions of the model.for the ~ase in whi~h the.magnetic 
field H lies in a { 100} plane c.an be ©bta.ined with 1r~ferenee to a 
~ 
figure similar to Figure 22 but wit;h H lying in the (001) plane and 
making an angle 0 with the [100] axb, 
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When the COS <fJ; in equation (4-lce) iai,lte ie:.q)r~SBied in terms Of a and 
1/; only 6 independent relati«:ms fo·r g a:re 10Jbtained. and. each represents 
two equivalent types of centcerso Theindependent exp:ressions are given 
in equations (4-10) through (4-15), A s.~m1ple dedv&itfon is given in 
Appendix A, The calculated angula:r beh.avfor~ using equation (4-2) with 
equations (4-10) through (4-15) and similar ones for A~ is shown (ijfi the 
right in Figures 18~ 19, and 200 
When the cos c.P,_· in equation (4-le) a:re expressed iirl. terms of $ 
~ 
and 1r for the case· in which H liers in the (111) phine and makes an 
angle. (J with the [ 110] axis in this plane equations (4"'."16) through 
(4~27) are obtained, and each represents only (Q)ne type of cente:ro A 
sample derivation is given in the appendixo The·calculated values of 
H for the lines in the high field hyperfine group (mI "" ·-1) are shown 
on the right in Figure 2L The calculsJ:ed lines H(20) and H(25) e.s 
well as H(li') and H(25) are within 0,02 Gauss of ea.«::h (Q)the:r except 
within a small region cente.red a.bout 8 ,.. 30° o Therefore~ only eleven 
lines, ten of unit intensity and one of double int,ensity~ would be 
resolvable experimentally, 
It should be noted that a physkally diff,erent orienta.tfon of the 
g and A tensors can be generated f1t\e,m that shown in Figu1re 22 by ro-
tating g2 and A2 by 180° about the.dhedfon of g1 and A1 , In the new 
orientation obtained in this manner g1 and A1 still lie in th~ [no] 
direction but g2 and A2 will make angle~ lJ., and. ol. , respectively~ with 
the [110] axis instead c.f the [11i} axh 81.S in Figure 220 There 
is no reason why Nature would prefer the orientatfon il). Figure 22 as 
<O 
opposed to the one generated from U 'by the 180 rotation, and the two 
defect orientations should ba diat:ributed with equal p1robability 
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3, :vioJ, (i 10] 3 =-{3: cos 2(45°+e) t 3; cos'-lftsin2 (45°+e) 
I 
1 2 o ~'i + 33 sin lf sin 2 ( 45 + e) (4-10) 
91: [oii), [01i] { I 2 . 2 1[ I . r 9= 23,sm e +~.:1 cos8sinlf+ 5 smecos/f.l 
I 
2. 2. 
+ 3; [cos e cos 1/, -Ji sin 9 sin II-J J (4-11) 
31:(101], (io1] 9={ts~cas1J +3! [sin$Sin/.f +~cosecoslfJ 
I 
+ 3; [sine cos'r-f, case sin'i'J'f (4-J2) 
31:[011L [oi,J I 2 . 2 1 l . [ [ 2 3::. 291 sin 8 + 32 cos fJ sin 1f -{i sma cos If J
I 
l 2. 
tj: [ cos 6 cos IJ, +}, Sin8 sin\>] } ( 4--13) 
31 :[10·11, [ioi] I 2 l 2 . I [ 2 3 ={ 2 31 cos e + 32 Sin 9 sin If - ..J?I cos e cosf] 
I 
+3; [sine cos'f +~ cosesinlf,rr (4-14) 
3,~[110], [iio) ~ ={3;cos 2(4-5"-e) + 3:Cos21ts1n 2 (45°-e) 
I 
. +3:sin2 1/ sin:2(4s 0-e)J1 (4-15) 
. . . 
. 3,:(110} 
j :[1io] 
I . 
gi=[r,o] 
9,{ 011] 
3 :{ 3' s: sin 2 a + 3:[J,;" 6 swl--cos a cos{ 
+ 3:[~sinBcos~-••••tft C+·"l. 
·{ I ::i. 2 3: . 3 3, Sifl 8 
{ 
2 2 I 1 [ ]1 9:: 3..cos a + 3 92. ./lsin6si11lf-sin6cos'f I 
r ]1}2 + '5 9~ l.Ji Sifltltos\? +sin9sin'J, · 
2. 
+i .9: [...ri Sin6 si111f +sin6 cos~ J 
2.}1 
+ i 3; [ .Ji SirtB cos lJ.,-sin8 sinlf] . 
(4-17) 
(4-/8) 
(4·1~} 
11 
3il :(101] B ={ f 3:[~a +cosar 
+ 3:[~sin6 Sinf \~Sin8coS'f +Jicosesinlf-fcose co61/,r 
1r t s:[j SirtGcos V,-.21 Sil'l.6 Sin//1 + '7i cosecoslf + tcos6 Sin~ (f-.22l 
s.=[iaJ] 3 ={ts~[.Jisine-cose r 
[ . 2 + _9: ~ SilllJSinY,-.1~ Sin8cos'/- + ~ cos6sin.t/, -t coS6 cos If ] 
!, 
2[' , , , rr <+·23) +33 i sint,costf +2 ./3 Si118sinlf +r,_cose costf + 2cos8 sinlJ, 
~. :[oii] 3={ta~[-~6 +easer 
+j: [,k-sil'l8Sil'l(/-t21 Sin8cosf-.;h cos8s;nif+;cos8 cos'f r 
J... 
t g; [tsin8 cc,sY.,-2 ~ Sirl8Sirtf-,h CoS8cas'f-,i:cos8sitzY, rr (4-24) 
31 :(1oi] 8 ={~ tt [-V3sin8+cose r 
+ B~ [~sinSs;nlf + 2~sin6coslf + Jrcas8Sil'l/f +kcos9coslf r 
.!.. 
t 3; [lsi118cos$f, -2~ Sir18sit1.Y, +.Ji_ Co56 coS'f-f co56sinf ]12 (4-25) 
.91 :[i oi] 3 ={t tJ [$0 + cos a r 
2 
+ 9: [ ,a Sin6 Sin'r-.2~ sin6cosf t Ji. cos8 s;n'f + f cos8cos '1-] 
J... 
1[ I 3 I rr (4·.2b) + .93 ~Sin8eosl/- + .2J3 sin6 Sin'f-f.Ji cos6c11slf-f cos6 sinf 
fj.![oi1j j ={i.9~ ['113 s.in8 + case r 
+ ~~ [~Sill8 Si,alJ, + 2 ~ Sitlt:lcosi;.-Jco.58 sinf-±cos8 cosV,r 
!,. 
t- .9; [ ~ Sin(Jcos¥, -2~ Sin8sinlf-ico;6 cos'f +f cas8 sin'frr (4-2'7) 
throughout the diamond lattice a However 9 the two ccannot be dbtin·-
guished in the ESR spectrum, This (Can be understood by noting that 
the.g expression in equation (4-9) was obtained from the oieientation 
of g and A in Figure 22; when 1, + 180° is. substituted in place of. 
1.f in equation (4-9) the expression for g (and the corresponding one 
for A) remains unchangedo By a rotation of 180° similar to that above. 
a new defect orientation can be generated from each of the other orien-
tations in which g1 and A1 lie in the remaining ~110') directionso 
In the ESR spectrum none of the additional possible orientations can 
be distinguished from the orientation from which it was.obtained by 
180° rotationo This can be shown by observing that substitution of 
1J; + 180° for Y, in each.of the remaining expressions for gin equa-
tions (4-3) through (4-~) and (4-10) through (4-27) leaves the expres-
sion unaltered. 
Frequency Dependence 
Examination of an ESR spectrum at·two different microwave frequen-
cies is often useful in distinguishing whether· two given lines arise 
from different paramagnetic species or are related to a single species 
through hyperfine interactfono The magnetic field interval separating 
two hyperfine lines having the same g value will be indepen4ent of the 
frequency whereas the interval between lines arising from different 
species will depend in a definite manner upon the frequency of obser-
vaticmo The typical x-band ("' 9 :Kmc sec-1 ) and K- b.eind (--, 20 Kmc 
-1 
sec ) frequencies are ideal for studying ~n ESR spectrum at two dif·-
ferent frequencies because there is a factor of two difference in fre-
quency. However, measurement at x- and K-band frequencies requires 
two complete but separate spectrometers. 
During the early stages of obtaining experimental data on the 
ESR spectra in Figure 12 advantage was made of the fact that the reso-
nant frequency of the Varian model V-4531 microwave·cavity with it:s 
quartz dewar in place differs by appro:idmately 386 mc sec -l from its 
resonant frequency with the dewar :remove.do Although the frequency 
difference provided by recording the spectra with and.without the 
quartz dewar in place is.much smaller than that of an x-band veirsus 
a K-band spectrometer, it was interesting to make the invest::tgationo 
The spectra were recorded with the quartz dewar in place for the mag-
netic field H parallel to a (1oo)J <110) ~ and a <111") directi«::m~ 
and the frequency was determined to be 905198 Kroc sec-lo Then~ with-
out disturbing the Duco cement bonding the diamond to the qu~rtz ori-
-~ 
entation tubeJ the spectra for H parallel to a (:100) i ~110~ ~ 
and a <(111) axis were recorded with the quartz dewar removed from 
the cavity; for this case the frequency was determined to be 901340 
-1 Kmc sec A noticeable change in the appearance of the spectrum was 
observed only for the low field group of lines in the recording with 
the magnetic field parallel to a ( 110) c.rystalline di:riectfono · Since 
the frequency difference (386 me sec-1 ) between the recordings is 
relatively small, it is not surprising that uiore pronounced changes 
were not observedo Recordings of the spectra at the two frequencies 
for H// (110) are shown in Figure 230 The only noticeable difference 
betwe.en the two spectra is the. positior). of line a2 relative to lines 
-1. d2 and c2 , In the observation at 9,5198 Kroc sec· , the line a2 is 
nearer d2 than c2 whereas a2 is nearer c2 than d2 in the :recording 
made at 9,1340 Kmc sec-1 , 
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The frequency dependence dis1played in Figure 23 can be understood 
on the basis of the model developed earl:fi.er in this chaptero Consider 
two hypothetic.al ESR spectral lines with g values g1 and g2 (g1 ) g} 
occurring at magnetic fields H1 and H2, respectively, a.s indic<llted in 
Figure 24, 
H 
H 
Figure 24, Hypothetical ESR spectral lines o"bsP.arved a,t 
two different frequencies 
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In the upper portion of Figure 24 the two lines are observed at 
a microwave frequency -y , and.the lower. schematic trace is recorded 
1• . at a different frequency y According to equation (2-14) the follow-
ing relations. hold, 
For Observation at Frequency ) hJ=B,PH, -=32.(3 H1 (4-28) 
For Observation at Frequency y' . h ' H' I }) -=8,P , ::a~~ Ha (4-29) 
With the aid of simple.algebraic manipulation the two relations above 
can be combined to yield the expression 
(4-30) 
• 
where Equation (4-30) states that the magnetic field 
' interval measured between two ESR lines observed at frequency } will 
be less than the interval measured between the lines when they are ob-
served at frequency } , provided '>"}'" ')<.)' )I V , If 'I V the field 
interval at frequency -J' will exceed the interval at frequency .J , 
Note from equation (4-30) that any two lines associated with the same 
g value (g1 = g2) will be separated by the same magnetic field interval 
regardless of the difference in frequency between the observations, 
For example, the magnetic fi.eld interval between any two lines of the 
normal nitrogen spectrum in Figure 8 does not depend upon the frequency 
at which the spectrum is observed because the g-factqr is isotropic 
wit.h the value 2. 0024 and therefore g1 = g2, 
In order to explain the frequency dependence shown in Figure 23~ 
a schematic representatic;m of the spectra for H // (110) is presented 
in Figure 25, The labeling code of the lines in Figure 25 (as well 
as those.in Figure.23) was determined by considering the ordering of 
H(3), H(4), H(S), H(6), H(7), H(8), and H(9) at 6 = 90° 
(i, e. , H / / (110) ) in ·the calculated results on the right in Figures 
15, 16, and 17. For example, the lines labeled c0 ~ c19 and c2 in 
Figure 25 are related hyperfine lines and therefore the magnetic field 
interval c6-+ ci is equal 'to the interval c2~ c0 in the first-order 
approximation. According to equation (4-30) the magnetic field inter-
val c0-.c1 will be independent of frequency because the lines c09 c1 ~ 
and c2 all have the same g value equal to 2o 00221 for H // (110), • 
Similarly, each of the field intervals a 0 --'» a1 (=a2 ~a0 ) ~ b O-=+ b1 
(=b2-+ b0 ), and d0 ~ d1 ("" d2_...d0 ) is independent of the frequency 
of observation because the lines of each triplet are related by the 
corresponding single g-value given in Figure 25" 
Next, consider a magnetic field interval between two hyperfine 
lines whose . g values for-;// (110) are different~ as for example the 
interval b ~ c in Figure 25 o Making use of the fact that g1 .... 0 0 q 
2,00264 and g2 ""'2,00221 for b and c , respectively, and fJ=.-J--J 0 0 
:= 385, 8 me sec -l, equation (4-30) predicts a difference o,f O, 03 Gauss 
between the 
measured at 
interval b .....li> c measured at 9, 5198 Km.c sec -l. and 'that 
0 0 
901340 Kmc sec-1 , The same is true concerning the inter-
va.ls b1..,.,,..c1 and bi~ie2 , Although an interval of 0.03 Gauss can be 
measured on a given recording of a spectrum, limitations in the mag-
netic field scanning stability and the correiponding field measurements 
prohibit the measurement of a Oo 03 Gauss diffe,cence in c!Dlmparing a 
field interval measured on one recording with an interval measured on 
a different recordingo Furthe:nnore~ the change in interval~ Oo03 
, 
Gauss 9 is only 6-0 of the interval between lines b1 and c: 1 ~ and there-
fore is unnoticeable in Figure 230 Similar remarks apply concerning 
experimentally unobservable shifts in other regions of the spectra 
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in Figure 23. 
Note from Figure 25 that the lines c0 .and d0 have nearly identi-. 
cal g values and therefore according to equation (4-30) the field i~~ 
terval between.the1,11 should not vary with the frequency of observationo 
Also, the intervals c2..,..d2 and d1.......+c1 will be independent of .the fre-
quency, Since a. and.c (or d) are separated by the largest differ-
o O O 
ence in g value, . the field interval a2 _. c2 (or a1 ~ c1) will .undergo 
the greatest change when comparison is.made between observations made 
at different frequencies, The magnitude of the change computed from 
equation (4-30) by substituting g1 := 2000310 and g2 = 2000221 is Oo06 
1 
Gauss. This change in interval.is only SO of the interval between the 
components a1 and c1 and would be. unobservable when comparing one re·-
cording with another. However, the change of 0.06 Gauss is 1/3 .of the 
interval separating a2 and c2 and l.z; of that separating d2 and a2 o 
From the preceding discussion it follows that the four lowest field. 
lines in Figure 23 present a unique situation for testing the effect 
of the small frequency difference between the observationso First~ 
the.four.lines d2 , a2 , c2 , and b2 are well resolved bu~ spaced very 
closely, thereby making relative changes easily detectableo Secondj 
the components c2 and d2 have nearly identical g values so that their 
interval remains fixed regardless of the frequency, thus providing 
a reference against which small changes.appear more noticeable, Third, 
but equally important, the difference (g1-· g2) in equation (4-30) 
is largest fo! the lines a2 and c2 ( or d2), and a2 occurs near the 
middle of the small b~t fixed interval d2~c2 o Therefore, the rela-
tively large shift of 0.06 Gauss originating from the difference 
g1 - g2 appears in the region of the spectrum where conditions are 
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optimum for the shift to be observed. 
Finally; the observation shown in Figure 23 that a2 is nearer c2 
-1 
at the frequency 9,1340 Kmc sec than at the frequency 905198 Kmc 
-1 
sec can be understood by the following reasoning, As mentioned ea.:re-· 
lier, the interval d2....,. c2 does not change with .frequency because the g 
values of c and d are·essentially identical; furthermore, the inter-
o O 
val .. c2 ~ c O does not depend upon frequency because c2 and c O are hyper-
fine lines with the same g value. Applying equation (4-30) to the two 
lines c and a2 and taking care to write the subscripts and primes 0 
properly in relation to the defining Figure 24, the following expres·~ 
sion is obtained •. 
(H -H )-( H' - H') =.M.[ 3A2 - Seo] 
co A2 Co A2 {!> 9A2. Seo] 
(4-31) 
In the above expression b:--)-))1 and the .primed field values are 
measured at frequency -/ and the unprimed. fields at frequency ...J o 
From Figure. 25 it is seen that gA - Sc > 0 and hence the right side 
2 0 ' 
of equation (4-31) is positive provided ~ = 9.5198 Kmc sec-land 
,, -1 
Y = 9 .1340 Kmc sec • This implies that the unprimed in·terval 
measured -1 at the frequency 9,5198 Kmc sec is greater than the primed 
interval -1 measured at 9.1340 Kmc sec , That is, since c2 is fixed 
relative to c0 , a2 will be nearer c2 in the recording made at 901340 
Kmc sec-l than in that made at 905198 Kmc sec-1 • This is in agreement 
with the experimental observations presented in Figure 23, 
Summary 
The unusual ESR spectrum observed in three natural Type I diamonds 
is composed. of three anisotropic systems of lines. The line,s of the 
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high and low field groups occur at approximately the same magnetic 
field interval above,and below the corresponding lines of the central 
group.: Furthermore, for an arbitrary orientation of the magnetic· 
field in the,major crystalline planes; the three corresponding lines 
are.of the same intensity. These.aspects suggest that the spectrum 
arises from hyperfine interactic;m of an unpaired electron with a. spin ... 
one nucleus. . The diamonds exhibiting the, uncomm.on, spectrum also con,-
tain the nitrogen,spectrum reported bySmith et aL, and therefore tt 
is. reasonable to assume that an unpaired electron located at, a defect 
center undergoes.hyperfine interaction with .the nitrogen nucleus whose 
spin is one. The spin Hamiltonian characterizing the defect centers 
is of the formX = J3 i~s·~ + A·r~i with s = ·~ and. I "" 1. Figur~s 
15 through 21 show that the number.of lines, their angular .behavior 1 
and the relative intensities are properly predicted by'a model in 
which identical defect , centers are·· differently oriented in the diamond 
lattice. For example, ,the defect center could. be a substitutional 
nitrogen atom associated wit~ a defect such.as a carbon atom vacancyo 
The· principal components g1 and , A1 of .. the aniostropic 'i and A tensors 
can lie along any.· of the twelve (110> directions. Although for a 
given defect center the components g1 and A1 coincide, the remaining 
- -components of g and A for the center .are not coincident, that is~ the 
' 
tensors g and A al;'e not diagonal in th.e same · coordinate , systema For · 
example, those sites.having g1 in the [110] direction have g2, g3, 
A2, and A3 lying in the · (110) plane, but gi and A2 make angles ¥ = 
45.2° and d. = 22.4°; respect;f.vely, with the [11~ axis in the 
(110) plane. The angular dependencies shown on the.right in Figures 
15 through 21 'Were calculated with the aid.of th~ IBM 360 computer 
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and are.in good agreement with the experimentally observed anguL.;;r be-
haviors. Finally, the observed frequency dependence presented in Fig-
ure .23 was shown to be consistent with the defect model advanced earlt--
er in accounting for the anisotropic properties of the spectrumo 
CHAPTER·V 
A SEARCH FOR A~ EFFECT OF STRESS ON ELECTRON SPIN 
RESONANCE IN DIAMOND 
Preliminary Remarks 
It is a relatively simple matter to study the effect of stress 
on the electron spin resonance spectra of.impurity ions in plastically 
deformable host crystals, The spectrum of the undeformed paramagnetic 
solid is merely recorded in the usual manner, after which the solid 
is removed from the microwave cavity of the electron spin resonance 
spectrometer and deformed plastically py any of several available 
means. Finally, the deformed crystal is again placed in the cavity of 
the spectrometer and its paramagnetic spectrum is recorded for compari-
son with the spectrum of,the crystal in its undeformed stat~, A study 
such.as this does not require any special design or modification of. 
the spectrometer microwave cavity, However, in some cases more physi.,.. 
cal.information is obtainable from an investigation of the ESR spec-
trum of a solid while the solid is simultaneously subjected to stress, 
In addition to preserving the crystal for further experimentation 
this method allows. stress effects to be studied as a f1.,mction of the·. 
magnitude of applied stress, Alterations of the microwave cavity are 
necessary, however, if a solid is to be subjected to stress at the 
same time its electron spin resonance spectrum is being observed, 
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Design of Microwave·Cavity and Stress 
Application Device 
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To investigate the electron spin resonance.spectrum of a solid 
simultaneously subjected to uniaxial stl;'ess it is necessary that stress 
be.transmitted to the solid while the solid is maintained stationary 
in the region of maximum microwave magnetic field of the cavity, and 
the cavity remains in its usual position in the presence of the large 
external magnetic field, To meet these requirements the choice of. 
material for introducing stress into the cavity is a crucial matter, 
Th~ material must possess a high degree of rigidity for stress studies 
involving large stresses, Especially is this true when stress experi~ 
ments are performed on a substance such as diamond, It is also re-
quired that the material for applying the stress be diamagnetfo since 
it must.necessarily remain in the presence of the large external mag-. 
netic field required for the resonance conditiono Moreover, a portion 
of the stress tranemission material must enter the microwave cavity 
and therefore the material must have excellent insulating properties 
to prevent microwave energy absorption and the resultant decrease in 
the cavity "Q-factor", Finally, the materi,d must be free from any 
electron spin resonance signal of its own which would confuse the 
analysis of the spectrum under consideration" Workers studying the. 
effect of stress on ESR in solids other than diamond have successfully 
employed Teflon as a stress transmitting material (41), Delrin, which 
has a higher elastic limit than Teflon by a factor.of ten, also meets 
the above requirements, In our particular case of stress studies on 
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diamond, a particular type of alu.mina. ceramic has pr_oved far superior 
to either Teflon or Delrin. 
The, stress application device and special cavity design developed . 
fo; studying electron spin resonance in a solid simultaneously subject~ 
ed to uniaxial compressive stress are shown diagrammatically in.Figures 
26 and 27, The microwave cavity, in the form of a rectangular paral-
lelopiped, is constructed from·four pieces, three of which are diamag-
netic stainless .steel. The fourth, .a brass top. plate, serves also to. 
connect tqe cavity to the waveguide. The square-cornered, U-shaped 
section with two~" diameter.holes which allow entry of.the stress rods 
serves as a fo~ to. which the .· top plate . and the broad sides of the 
cavity are at~ached, Each of the broad sides is constructed from 
0,015" thick stainless s~eel. The 100 Kc sec~1 modulation field coils 
are mounted.on the external sides of the broad cavity walls such that 
their centers coincide with the geometric center of the cavity openingo 
The thickness of the broad walls is adequate to provide mechanical 
stability but small enough.to pr~vent excessive 100 Kc sec~1 eddy 
current density which would.introduce extraneous fields at the position 
-1 
of the sample and interfere with the.100 Kc sec. modulation processo. 
The top plate of the ;cavit;y contains a 3/16" diameter iris hole for the 
coupling of microwave energy from the spectrometer waveguide into the 
cavity. The .brass matching probe can be moved along the diameter of 
the iris, thereby providing a Une adjustment on the coupling of,micro-
wave energy for optimum sensitivity. 
The inner cross-sectional dimen~ions of the cavity are those of 
the· standard x-Band waveguide employed in. the spectrometer, Leo, 
0.40" x 0,90". The 1.70" length.of the cavity opening.is.such that the 
.. 
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Figure 26, Special Microwave Cavity and 
Stress Application Deviceo 
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TE102 mode.of the rectangular parallelepiped cavity is sustained at a 
-1 
resonant frequency of approximately 9o3 Kmc sec o Operation in this 
mode requires that the paramagnetic solid be.located at the.geometric 
center of the cavityo All relevant portions of the four-piece cavity 
design are;silver plated to provide the.required conducti,ng surfaces 
for the cavity interior, The thickness of the 1silver plating is 000004 
in. + 0.0001 ino (appro:dma.t~ly ten times the skin depth of m:i.cfowaves 
at the frequency employed), which is sufficient to prevent dissipation 
of microwave energy in the cavity walls but sufficiently thin to mini-
mize eddy current distributions induced by the modulation field 
whi,ch would otherwise result in signal distortiono 
The· device fo.r applyi~g uniaxial stress. to the diamond while it is 
located at the geometric center of the cavity is.composed of;two E-,-
shaped diamagnetic stainless steel components, each of which contains 
a 0.237" diameter stress-transmitting rodo. A brass strip joins the 
bottom portions of the stainless steel compoµents~ and their upper 
portions are joined by two brass strips which also function in clamping 
the device firmly to the waveguide just above the point at which the. 
cavity is connected, The stress transmission rods enter the cavity 
through holes. positioned in the center of .the two long narrow cavity 
sides. These holes are slightly larger than the diameter.of the 
stress rods, and when the device is properly aligned uniaxial stress 
can be applied to the sample at the.cavity center.without introducing 
any torques or stresses on the cavity bodyo One of the stainless 
steel components of .the stress c;levice is provided with, a screw and 
locknut acting as an anchor against which one of the stress rods is 
forced. One flat face of the diamond under study is attached with 
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Duco cement to one end of thi$ stress rod and the rod i.s then posi,-
tioned by means of the screw and locknut so that the sample is located 
at the geometric center of the cavity (Le, j at the region of maximum 
microwave magnetic field for the TE102 mode), Uniaxial compressive 
stress can then be.applied by forcing the other stress rod against-the 
diamond mounted on the stationary stress rodo The thin film of cement 
between the diamond and the anchored stress rod aids in distributing 
the stress evenly over the face of the diamondo A small circular 
Teflon disc 0,01" thick attached to the movable stress rod before each 
experiment aids in achieving a uniform stress distribution over.the 
surface of the diamond in contact with this rod, Asimilar Teflon disc. 
lubricated with Vaseline and attached to.the opposite end of the mov-
able stress rod prevents the driving screw S from rotating the rod as 
the diamond is stressed,. 
Experimental Study on Diamond 
The special microwave cavity and stress application device were 
used in studying the effect of uniaxial compressive stress on electron 
spin resonance in Type I diamonds,. Teflon and Delrin were employed as 
stress rods during the early stages of the work, In view of the great 
rigidity of the.diamond lattice neither Teflon nor Delrin can function 
effectively as stress rods, However~ a particular type of alumina 
ceramic called "Al Si Mag 614" and manufactured by the American Lava 
Corp. of Chattanooga, Tennessee, was found to be ideal in applying 
large stresses to the .diamonds, The ceramic has a hardness rating of 
9 on the Moh Scale, which is next to that of diamond whose rating on 
the same scale is 10, Not only does its intro~uction into the cavity 
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result in negligible microwave energy absorption but also the .. cera.mic 
is free from any.inherent.paramagnetic.resonance near g = 2o00 which 
would interfere with that of diamond. Important for stressing diamonds 
is the fact that the ceramic possesses a very large compressive 
-2 
strength of 375,000 lbs in. ·• 
Th.e effectiveness of the. ceramic stress rods in elastically dis-
torting the.diamond lattice was evident .from the ease with which stress 
birefringence effects could be induced in the diaIQ,onds.. Nearly all 
diamonds exhibit some birefringence in their natural state (42). The 
striking changes in the birefringence pattern were observed by remov~ 
ing the.stress application device from the cavity, inserting a diamond 
between the.stress rods and placing t~e apparatus on the stage of a 
polarizing ~icroscope. Upon applying .stress to the diamond while view~ 
ing the specimen· through the microscope, a continuously changing pat-
tern of brilliant ·colors moved across the field of view as the stress 
was increased. Complete removal.of the stress resul~ed in a return.of 
the birefringence pattern exhi'l;,ited by.the diamond in the absence of. 
external stress. The absence of any hysteresis in the stress bire-. 
fringence effects. indicated that the·. de;formation of the diamond was 
entirely elastic. 
Only those diamonds having two naturally flat, parallel opposite 
faces were suitable for subjection to stresso A total of fourteen 
diamonds was,examined in the study. Taking into account.the estimated 
force transmitted by a certain torque.applied to the driving screw. 
and considering the area of contact bet;ween the.diamonds.a11d tl).e·stress 
rods, the.estimated maximum uniaxial stress applied to tne diamonds 
4 -2 
was approximately L 5 x ·10 Kg cm o , In making a study with a given. 
diamond the apparatus was assembled with the diamond and stress rods 
in.position and the ESR spectrum was.first recorded in the absence of 
applied stress; stress was then applied and the spectrum again record-
ed. After.each.subsequent increase of stress the ESR spectrum of the 
diamond was recorded, Each recording of the ESR spectrum under appli-
cation of stress was carefully compared with the stress-free reciording 
to determine if (1) any broadening of the spectral lines resulted~ (2) 
any change.in relative intensity of the lines occurred~ (3) any change 
in magnetic field interval between spectral components occurred~ and 
(4) any spectral lines disappeared or any new lines appearedo No 
change resulting from the application of stress was observed in the 
nitrogen spectrum or in the additional complex spectra of any of the 
fourteen diamonds investigated, Two diamonds were accidently shatte1red 
during the application of stress but no change was observed in the ESR 
spectra up to the point of fracture, 
A study was also made·to determine whether the g value of the 
nitrogen resonance.is sensitive to application of uni.axial compressive 
stress, The method discussed in Chapter IV of preparing a small sample 
of powdered DPPH (g ... 2,0036 ± 0,0003) to serve as a standard g-value 
indicator attached directly to the diamond was actually developed dur·-
ing the experiments.designed to study the effect.of stress on the g 
value of the nitrogen resona.nceo A schematic view of the diamond D-82~ 
alumina ceramic stress rods~ and the DPPH sample is shown in Figure 28, 
The DPPH sample was attached to t4e diamond in a manner such that no 
contact was made with the stress rodso This made it possible to 
record the standard DPPH resonance line simultaneously with the nitro-
gen spectrum, Since the g values of the nitrogen signal 2>nd DPPH 
Smo.11 DPPH Sa.mple 
) 
Alu.mina. Ce-,.a.mie Stress Rods 
Figure 28. Schematic diagram of;stress.rods~ diamond, and.DPPH 
sample when viewed.in a direction parallel to the 
external magnetic field. 
re$onance line are·2.0024 and 2.0036, respectively~ application of 
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equatiot). (2-14) shows.that the central nitrogen line is.separated from 
t;he ,DPPH :line by approximately 1..99 Gauss at ·a nominal cavity resonant. 
-1 freq\.lency of 9.3 Kmc sec .• A ,change in g value of the nitrogen spec-
trum under application of uniaxial stress would manifest itself as a . 
. cha~e .in.,~.gnetic, field inte.rval petween the central nitrogen .line 
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and the DPPH signal, Therefore; to test the.effect of stress on the 
nitrogen g-value the magnetic field interval H -+H in a 
--uPPH --uiamond 
stress-free recording must be compared with the same interval when the 
diamond is subjected to stress, This necessarily requires comparison 
of a magnetic field interval measured on one recording with that meas-
uretl .on another. Although a relative interval of magnitude 0,03 Gauss 
can be measured on a given recording, approximately+ 0,08 Gauss is 
the iower limit of accuracy when comparing intervals on different re-
cordings. No shift in the.nitrogen g-value was observed under maxi-
mum applied stress and if one·is present its magnitude is less than 
+ 0,00005 or less than+ 0.003% of the nitrogen g-value, 
Summary and Discussion 
The absence of an observable stress effect on the ESR spectra in 
diamonds appears somewhat paradoxical when·it is recalled that changes 
in the birefringence patterns of.the diamonds were easily induced with 
the aid of the stress application .device. It would seem that a de-
formation of the .. diamond lattice sufficient to produce easily detect-
able alterations in the birefringence would alter the lattice pa.rame-
ters to the extent that a stress~induced change would occur in the ESR 
spectra. The readily observable stress birefringence effects can be 
made compatible with the unobservable effect of stress on the ESR 
spectra.through the following reasoning, The diamond structure con-
sists essentially of an array of very compact carbon nuclei which are 
relatively widely separated but bound by electrons•moving about two 
adjacent nuclei. During an elastic deformation of the crystal bond 
distances and angles are changed slightly, but the nuclei are 
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virtually unaffected. Changes in the bond characteristics gd:ve rise 
. . . 
.. · to modifications in the polarbability of the bonding electrons which 
.··. results in a change in the :refractive index of the diamond. Now,. con-
·· .. sider a s1,1bstit\ltional nitrogen .atom whose donor electron is confined . 
. mainly to-the nitrogen and one of the four·nearest neighbor carbon 
· atoms. Under the application of \lniaxial stress the nitrogen nucleus 
. ·. . 
·,·.· ... et.ibstituted for a carbc;m n\lcleus is essentially unaffected as are· the 
. . 
·cE!,rbon rt\lclei. ·The amplitude of the donor electronic wave·function at 
· the position of the nitrogen nucleus, which determines the isotropic 
· · · portion of the hyperfine splitting, is relatively undisturbed by the · 
application of stress. In connection with the highly localia:ed nature 
of the unpaired donor electron it follows that. the donor electron does 
·• .not llbelong" to the en.tire crystal as do the bonding electrons whose 
strese-induced change in polarizability results in the observa:t,le 
stress.-birefringence effects. As a result of the extreme localization 
of the donor electron wave function, t_he ground state energy level of 
the unpaired electron lies "deep" within the large forbidden energy 
gap (approximately 5.6 electron volts) separating the valence bancl .r-:. .••... 
. ···•· fro.m the conduction band in the diamond energy band structure. In 
,.. . . ·. ·, . . . . 
fact, the ground state _ level lies :ltt' eV below the bottom Qf the con- .. 
duct·ion .band, The localized donor electron is truly isolated from 
stress-induced perturbations of the band-gap edges arising froni: elastic 
. dir;tortion. of the. diamond lattice. In view of the gteat rig-idity of. 
the dia,mond structure it appears that fracture.will result before 
.· sufficient elastic · deformation can occur to alter significantly t.he 
magnetic environmentof the nitrogen paramagnetic species. 
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APPENDIX·· 
The expression for g given by equation (4'--3) can be obtained with 
the aid of Figure. 29 in which g1 is in the [ 110] direction and-; is 
in the ( iio} plane, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
i{ 
IZ 
I 
[oor] 
Figure 29, Geometry Used in Deriving Equation (4..,.3)~ 
It ·is.readily seen tl:iat the angles 
........) 
which H makes 
with the directions of g1 , g2 , and g3, respectively, are given.by 
98 
99 
cp, = ~o 0 
0 
cp,_ = 90 -(lJI +e) (A-:-1) 
c&= e+l/J 
When· the angles in· equation (A-1) are· substituted, into the ,expression 
'l..~ 2.:.t 2. ~ g =. B, cos 'c/1 + j'2.Cos <Ji +.93 cos 'cf'3 , equation (4-3) in the text is 
obtained. Th~·corresponding expression for A.is obtain~d by.replacing 
g1 , g2 , g 3 , and 'l./' by A1 , A2 , A3 , and d- , respectively. A si~ilar 
procedure for the case, in which g1 is in each of the remain;l.ng (110) 
dit;ecti.ons and "t.if!3 still in the. (iio) plane yields equations (4-4) 
through (4-9). However, the geometry .is cons.iderably more involved,. 
The relation for gin.equation (4-10) can be derived by refe;ence 
to Figure 30 which shows 
plane. The , angles c/J. , 
g1 in the, [ iio] direction and-; in the (001) 
~ 
c.p2. , and ~ betwe~n H and the directions of 
s1 , g2 , and g3 can be determined from Figure 30 as follows. 
cp, = 45°+9 (A-2) 
c1 -= a2 + b2 -10.b cos q}2 
But; c2 = h-2. + a~+ b~cos'2.lJ, - 2 abcosf/, cos(45°-6) 
= i;-sirt2 Y, +0...2 +b2 cos-i.'f -10.hc.ostf, cos (+S0-6) 
Therefore, cos cp2. = cos,; cos(4s°-a) <A-3). 
: coslJ, sin ( 45° te) 
Similarly, 
,2 ~ ,,1 , 
c = a. + o - 2a.b coscp3 
But, c' 1 = b2cos"2.Y. t-a2. + ~sin2 'P -2a.~sinY,cos(90+4s°+a) 
Thus, COS c{J3 : - Sifl lf Sin(45°+6) (A-4.) 
/ 
/ 
[1io] 
I 
lz 
I 
[001] 
-
-
Figure.30o Geometry Used in Deriving Equation (4-lO)o · 
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When the expressions in.equations (A-2), (A-3), and. (A-4) are.substi-
tuted into.equation (2-24) the expression for gin equation (4-10) of 
the text is obtained. A similar procedure,for the casE'l in which g1 is 
~ in each of the remaining (110) directions and His in the (001) plane 
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leads, to equations .(4-11) through (4-15). 
The relation for cos2 ~ multiplying 
be derived with .the aid of Figure 31 which 
2 g in equation (4-16) can 
1. 
shows g1 in the [11~ 
. ~ 
directioll, and Hin the (111) plane, Re~erence to Figure· 31 leads·to. 
the expression for cos cp1 in the . following manner. 
c 2 = a 2. + b2. - 20.b cos cp, 
= h2 + e'2 +o}~ -.2 ea cos (90°+e') 
But,. I{= b2' - e2 and -t-hu.s 
I 6 cos <P. = - e sine 
2. +2 '2. 2 12 b 
Sinc;e b: -2 + e . , f =-o +2-2. {2: COS 8 , and 2 I 
(A-5) 
..:£... = e2 + .2 - 2. e~ cos a' 
.2. , a little manipulation sl;iows tl;iat-
cos e' = t cose (A-6) 
When equations (A-5) and (A-6) are compined, the following results. 
Finally; 
~ ' 1 1 -Ii cos 8 2 Cos,IJ- - - - -+ -cos B Tl - . :1. b:a. b . 
K . 
cos(30°-0) = b: 42 Sin {,Q0 b 
1 2 C05(30°-e) 
b: "" 
(A-7) 
or 
(A-8) 
When equations (A-7) and (A-8) are combined and simplified, the ·follow-
ing expressiQn is optained. 
(A-9) 
Squaring the relatie;m in equation (A-9) to o~tain cos2 cp1 yields the 
2 factor multiplying g1 in equation (4-16). '!'he expres.sions for 
cos4 ·cp~ and cos2 ~- multiplying g~ 2 . and g3, respectively, in 
H 
/ [100] 
/ /X 
to a.void corttt.<sion in 
the d-rawinj j 2 cmd ~b 
a..-re not s~own 
I 
:z 
[ooi] 
( 111) plane 
Figure 31. Portion of Geometry Used in Deriving Equation (4-16). 
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equation (4-,-16) can be obtained from Figure 31 by drawing g2 and g3 in 
their proper positions, (g2 and g3 were not shown in Figure.31 because 
their presence would have cluttered the .diagram for the derivation of 
cos .. c(}. . ) The components g2 and g3 lie in the (110) plane and g2 
makes an angle lr with the. [i1~ axis, The geometry is more compli-
cated for the calculation of cos cf2 and cos cp3 , Following a similar 
procedure in calculating the cos q};_ for the case in 'Which g1 lies in 
__.. 
each of the remaining ( 110) directions and H is in. the (111) plane 
yields equations (4-17) through (4-27) in the texto 
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